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The Whole Fish Cookbook
9781743795538
$40.00 | Hardcover

Take One Fish
9781743796634
$40.00 | Hardcover

View on Edelweiss

October 2023
9781743799192
CKB076000
$42.00 | Hardcover
272 Pages | 8½ x 11¼ in
Full-color photography

Fish Butchery
Mastering The Catch,
Cut, And Craft
Josh Niland

James Beard award-winning author and culinary game-
changer Josh Niland returns with the ultimate guide to the
art of Fish Butchery, with expert techniques and
groundbreaking recipes. 
 
Presented in three stunning sections—Catch, Cut and Craft—
this book is both a challenge to the food industry to do things
differently and a dazzling manual to the eye-popping potential
in each and every fish.

Featuring detailed instructions on how to prepare fish—from
reverse butterfly to double saddle—as well as over 40 brilliant
recipes for everything from fish sticks to pies, sausage and
chorizo, Fish Butchery will disrupt, challenge and inspire the next
generation.
 
Chef Josh Niland has transformed the way we cook, transport,
age and store fish. Josh's pioneering approach, including his
revolutionary dry-ageing philosophy, is covered in his first book,
The Whole Fish Cookbook. Released in 2019, it garnered a swag of
chef endorsements and international awards, including James
Beard Book of the Year 2020, and has been translated into ten
languages. The sequel, Take One Fish, was published in 2021. 

The Whole Fish Cookbook revealed the blueprint for a
new kind of fish cookery and won many awards,
including the James Beard Book of the Year. Take One
Fish also won the James Beard for Best Visuals.
 A stunning design-led book for the cookbook
aficionado with an hunger for learning new skills and
an openness to questioning the status quo.

https://www.edelweiss.plus/#sku=1743799195
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Fish Butchery
Mastering The Catch,
Cut, And Craft
Josh Niland

James Beard award-winning author and culinary game-
changer Josh Niland returns with the ultimate guide to the
art of Fish Butchery, with expert techniques and
groundbreaking recipes. 
 
Presented in three stunning sections—Catch, Cut and Craft—
this book is both a challenge to the food industry to do things
differently and a dazzling manual to the eye-popping potential
in each and every fish.

Featuring detailed instructions on how to prepare fish—from
reverse butterfly to double saddle—as well as over 40 brilliant
recipes for everything from fish sticks to pies, sausage and
chorizo, Fish Butchery will disrupt, challenge and inspire the next
generation.
 
Chef Josh Niland has transformed the way we cook, transport,
age and store fish. Josh's pioneering approach, including his
revolutionary dry-ageing philosophy, is covered in his first book,
The Whole Fish Cookbook. Released in 2019, it garnered a swag of
chef endorsements and international awards, including James
Beard Book of the Year 2020, and has been translated into ten
languages. The sequel, Take One Fish, was published in 2021. 

The Whole Fish Cookbook revealed the blueprint for a
new kind of fish cookery and won many awards,
including the James Beard Book of the Year. Take One
Fish also won the James Beard for Best Visuals.
 A stunning design-led book for the cookbook
aficionado with an hunger for learning new skills and
an openness to questioning the status quo.

https://www.edelweiss.plus/#sku=1743799195


View on Edelweiss

October 2023
9781958417003
CKB048000
$40.00 | Hardcover
304 Pages | 8½ x 11⅒ in
Full-color Photography

Rintaro
Food and Stories from a
Japanese Izakaya in
California
Sylvan Mishima
Brackett with Jessica
Battilana

RINTARO, the debut cookbook from one of San Francisco’s
most acclaimed restaurants, will translate the experience
of a Tokyo izakaya to the home kitchen.

Through clear instruction, photography, and delicious
recipes, RINTARO demystifies Japanese food with over 70 recipes
for rice, simmered dishes, homemade udon, and grilled
dishes. Crowd-pleasing foods like curry rice, tonkatsu, and
yakitori, eaten most often at lunch counters and in home
kitchens, live alongside sashimi, fresh bamboo shoots, and
other dishes usually considered part of a more elevated
Japanese cooking tradition. Exciting but simple foods that taste
like what you’d expect if the Bay Area were a region of Japan.

Sylvan Mishima Brackett is the chef/owner of Rintaro in San
Francisco, which was named one of Bon Appétit’s Top 10 New
Restaurants six months after opening in 2015. Sylvan is the
former creative director at Chez Panisse, and trained at Soba Ro
in Saitama, and at a Ryotei in Aoyama, Tokyo.

Jessica Battilana is a food writer, recipe developer, author of
Repertoire: All the Recipes You Need, and the co-author of over 6
cookbooks.

Brings clarity to a misunderstood cuisine: Japanese
food is seen as too refined or too complicated for
home cooking
Highly-anticipated: fans of Rintaro have been asking
for the book for years and will clamor for it on
publication
Beautiful package that will be equally at home in the
kitchen or on the coffee table

https://www.edelweiss.plus/#sku=1958417009
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October 2023
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$40.00 | Hardcover
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Rintaro
Food and Stories from a
Japanese Izakaya in
California
Sylvan Mishima
Brackett with Jessica
Battilana

RINTARO, the debut cookbook from one of San Francisco’s
most acclaimed restaurants, will translate the experience
of a Tokyo izakaya to the home kitchen.

Through clear instruction, photography, and delicious
recipes, RINTARO demystifies Japanese food with over 70 recipes
for rice, simmered dishes, homemade udon, and grilled
dishes. Crowd-pleasing foods like curry rice, tonkatsu, and
yakitori, eaten most often at lunch counters and in home
kitchens, live alongside sashimi, fresh bamboo shoots, and
other dishes usually considered part of a more elevated
Japanese cooking tradition. Exciting but simple foods that taste
like what you’d expect if the Bay Area were a region of Japan.

Sylvan Mishima Brackett is the chef/owner of Rintaro in San
Francisco, which was named one of Bon Appétit’s Top 10 New
Restaurants six months after opening in 2015. Sylvan is the
former creative director at Chez Panisse, and trained at Soba Ro
in Saitama, and at a Ryotei in Aoyama, Tokyo.

Jessica Battilana is a food writer, recipe developer, author of
Repertoire: All the Recipes You Need, and the co-author of over 6
cookbooks.

Brings clarity to a misunderstood cuisine: Japanese
food is seen as too refined or too complicated for
home cooking
Highly-anticipated: fans of Rintaro have been asking
for the book for years and will clamor for it on
publication
Beautiful package that will be equally at home in the
kitchen or on the coffee table

https://www.edelweiss.plus/#sku=1958417009


View on Edelweiss

September 2023
9781958417034
CKB123000
$35.00 | Hardcover
256 Pages | 7¾ x 9¾ in
Full-color Photography

Sohn-mat
Recipes and Flavors of
Korean Home Cooking
Monica Lee with Tien
Nguyen

In Sohn-mat, which translates to “hand taste” and refers to
intuitive cooking, Chef Monica Lee showcases recipes for
soon tofu, the iconic Korean soup made with soft tofu, from
her beloved LA Koreatown restaurant Beverly Soon Tofu.

Sohn-mat is a master class in how to make this exceptional tofu
soup at home, as well recipes for all of the other dishes you
need to complete the meal, from banchan, to kimchi, to large-
format dishes like bibimbap.

Blending the technical expertise of a chef with the practical
know-how of a home cook, Sohn-mat offers what no other
Korean book on the market does: a level of sophistication that is
still geared toward the home kitchen, and an opportunity for
readers to cultivate their own intuitive cooking skills.

Monica Lee opened Beverly Soon Tofu in 1986. It was the first
restaurant of its kind in LA, a pioneer serving soon tofu stew to
residents and visitors of Koreatown for over thirty years.

Tien Nguyen is the co-author of New York Times bestseller L.A.
Son: My Life, My City, My Food with chef Roy Choi, and The Red
Boat Fish Sauce Cookbook, one of NPR’s 2021 Books We Love.

Blends the technical expertise of a chef with
the practical know-how of a home cook
With interest in Korean food at an all-time high,
readers are ready for a deeper dive into one of the
most popular Korean dishes—soon tofu soup
Sohn-mat  tells the story of  life as an
immigrant and small business owner in Los Angeles’
Koreatown

https://www.edelweiss.plus/#sku=1958417033
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Sohn-mat
Recipes and Flavors of
Korean Home Cooking
Monica Lee with Tien
Nguyen

In Sohn-mat, which translates to “hand taste” and refers to
intuitive cooking, Chef Monica Lee showcases recipes for
soon tofu, the iconic Korean soup made with soft tofu, from
her beloved LA Koreatown restaurant Beverly Soon Tofu.

Sohn-mat is a master class in how to make this exceptional tofu
soup at home, as well recipes for all of the other dishes you
need to complete the meal, from banchan, to kimchi, to large-
format dishes like bibimbap.

Blending the technical expertise of a chef with the practical
know-how of a home cook, Sohn-mat offers what no other
Korean book on the market does: a level of sophistication that is
still geared toward the home kitchen, and an opportunity for
readers to cultivate their own intuitive cooking skills.

Monica Lee opened Beverly Soon Tofu in 1986. It was the first
restaurant of its kind in LA, a pioneer serving soon tofu stew to
residents and visitors of Koreatown for over thirty years.

Tien Nguyen is the co-author of New York Times bestseller L.A.
Son: My Life, My City, My Food with chef Roy Choi, and The Red
Boat Fish Sauce Cookbook, one of NPR’s 2021 Books We Love.

Blends the technical expertise of a chef with
the practical know-how of a home cook
With interest in Korean food at an all-time high,
readers are ready for a deeper dive into one of the
most popular Korean dishes—soon tofu soup
Sohn-mat  tells the story of  life as an
immigrant and small business owner in Los Angeles’
Koreatown

https://www.edelweiss.plus/#sku=1958417033


View on Edelweiss

September 2023
9781743799000
CKB061000
$35.00 | Hardcover
240 Pages | 7¾ x 9¾ in
Full-colour Photography

Pasta et Al
The Many Shapes Of A
Family Tradition
Alec Morris

Celebrate one of life’s simplest pleasures in Pasta et Al, a
joyous cookbook featuring sixty re-created classic Italian
recipes for handmade pasta.
 
Alec Morris was taught how to cook fresh pasta by his Nonna as
a child, and now carries on the tradition every Sunday with his
young sons, Aldo and Elio. Join Al, Al and El and discover how to
make over thirty different pasta doughs and forty-two different
pasta shapes—spanning long, short, big and flat, small and
squishy, and filled—with step-by-step tutorials and a range of
delicious recipes from wild olive busiate to rigatoni al forno,
green lasagne to spiralled cappellacci.
 
This vividly photographed, brilliantly written guide is a snapshot
of love and loss, old traditions and new beginnings, and
treasured Italian cooking.

Alec Morris and his young sons, Aldo and Elio, are a team of
playful pasta-makers bringing their favorite Sunday tradition to
your table. Alec has degrees in languages, international
relations, history, and photography. He documents his family's
pasta recipes and traditions @pastaetal.

A celebration of family and nostalgia around
traditional pasta making.
Over 60 recipes included for pastas as well as sauces
and sides.
Connected with Al's popular blog and instagram of
the same name.
Beautifully designed package.

https://www.edelweiss.plus/#sku=1743799004


View on Edelweiss

September 2023
9781743799000
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Full-colour Photography

Pasta et Al
The Many Shapes Of A
Family Tradition
Alec Morris

Celebrate one of life’s simplest pleasures in Pasta et Al, a
joyous cookbook featuring sixty re-created classic Italian
recipes for handmade pasta.
 
Alec Morris was taught how to cook fresh pasta by his Nonna as
a child, and now carries on the tradition every Sunday with his
young sons, Aldo and Elio. Join Al, Al and El and discover how to
make over thirty different pasta doughs and forty-two different
pasta shapes—spanning long, short, big and flat, small and
squishy, and filled—with step-by-step tutorials and a range of
delicious recipes from wild olive busiate to rigatoni al forno,
green lasagne to spiralled cappellacci.
 
This vividly photographed, brilliantly written guide is a snapshot
of love and loss, old traditions and new beginnings, and
treasured Italian cooking.

Alec Morris and his young sons, Aldo and Elio, are a team of
playful pasta-makers bringing their favorite Sunday tradition to
your table. Alec has degrees in languages, international
relations, history, and photography. He documents his family's
pasta recipes and traditions @pastaetal.

A celebration of family and nostalgia around
traditional pasta making.
Over 60 recipes included for pastas as well as sauces
and sides.
Connected with Al's popular blog and instagram of
the same name.
Beautifully designed package.

https://www.edelweiss.plus/#sku=1743799004


View on Edelweiss

November 2023
9781784886523
CKB090000
$40.00 | Hardcover
256 Pages | 7½ x 9¾ in
Full-color Photography

Made in
Bangladesh
Flavours and Memories
in Six Seasons
Dina Begum

Made in Bangladesh explores the delicious, yet
underrepresented, cuisine of Bangladesh in 75 tantalizing
recipes.

Incredibly flavorful dishes from across the country's 8 regions
demonstrate traditional Bangladeshi home cooking, and just
how different it is to Indian cooking.

Guiding readers through the six Bangladeshi seasons—summer,
monsoon, autumn, late autumn, winter, spring—each chapter
includes an introductory essay sharing traditions, the
background behind dishes and anecdotes.

Dina Begum is a British-Bangladeshi writer based in London.
She has written articles and recipes for nationwide publications
and is a member of the Guild of Food Writers. She has hosted
popular Bangladeshi pop ups at Darjeeling Express and has
taken part in a programme at The Museum of Food and Drink
(MOFAD) and a supperclub at Archestratus in New York. Her
first cookbook, The Brick Lane Cookbook, was published in 2018.

Bangladeshi food has become lost under the
umbrella of 'Indian food'. Dina documents recipes in
danger of being forgotten, and shares anecdotes,
history, and traditions from Bangladesh throughout
the book
There is currently no other mainstream Bangladeshi
cookbook on the market
The versatility of Bangladeshi food is accommodating
to various diets—vegetarian, vegan, dairy-free, and
gluten-free

https://www.edelweiss.plus/#sku=1784886521
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9781784886523
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Made in
Bangladesh
Flavours and Memories
in Six Seasons
Dina Begum

Made in Bangladesh explores the delicious, yet
underrepresented, cuisine of Bangladesh in 75 tantalizing
recipes.

Incredibly flavorful dishes from across the country's 8 regions
demonstrate traditional Bangladeshi home cooking, and just
how different it is to Indian cooking.

Guiding readers through the six Bangladeshi seasons—summer,
monsoon, autumn, late autumn, winter, spring—each chapter
includes an introductory essay sharing traditions, the
background behind dishes and anecdotes.

Dina Begum is a British-Bangladeshi writer based in London.
She has written articles and recipes for nationwide publications
and is a member of the Guild of Food Writers. She has hosted
popular Bangladeshi pop ups at Darjeeling Express and has
taken part in a programme at The Museum of Food and Drink
(MOFAD) and a supperclub at Archestratus in New York. Her
first cookbook, The Brick Lane Cookbook, was published in 2018.

Bangladeshi food has become lost under the
umbrella of 'Indian food'. Dina documents recipes in
danger of being forgotten, and shares anecdotes,
history, and traditions from Bangladesh throughout
the book
There is currently no other mainstream Bangladeshi
cookbook on the market
The versatility of Bangladeshi food is accommodating
to various diets—vegetarian, vegan, dairy-free, and
gluten-free

https://www.edelweiss.plus/#sku=1784886521


View on Edelweiss

January 2024
9781784886448
CKB125000
$35.00 | Hardcover
196 Pages | 6¾ x 9¾ in
Full-color Photography

Make it Vegan
Simple Plant-based
Recipes for Everyone
Madeleine Olivia

Make It Vegan aims to make vegan food accessible to
everyone.

Whether you’re looking to up your fruit and veg intake, a
flexitarian, vegan curious, or taking that leap from vegetarian to
full-on vegan, this book will bring flavorsome, fool proof, and
fuss-free meals to your table—whatever your budget.  

With recipes including Plant-based Pain au Chocolat, 10-minute
Mac and Cheese, and Vegan Paella, Madeleine will teach you
how to cook a variety of delicious, simple, and affordable meals
taking you from breakfast right through to lunch and dinner
(with some tasty treats thrown in for good measure!).

Make It Vegan will provide plentiful options for mealtimes as well
as clever hacks to cut down on time spent in the kitchen, making
it easy for you to achieve and maintain a more plant-based
lifestyle.

Madeleine Olivia is a full-time content creator whose aim is to
make it easy and attainable for anyone looking to live a more
plant-based lifestyle. She is the author of Minimal, Versatile
Vegan, and Plant Kitchen Comforts.

A recent report by Bloomberg has found that the
plant-based meat and dairy sector are set to explode
at an unprecedented rate over the next decade
Retail sales data from March 2022 shows grocery
sales of plant-based foods that directly replace
animal products have grown 6% in the past year—
and 54% in the past three years—to $7.4 billion

https://www.edelweiss.plus/#sku=1784886440
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Make it Vegan
Simple Plant-based
Recipes for Everyone
Madeleine Olivia

Make It Vegan aims to make vegan food accessible to
everyone.

Whether you’re looking to up your fruit and veg intake, a
flexitarian, vegan curious, or taking that leap from vegetarian to
full-on vegan, this book will bring flavorsome, fool proof, and
fuss-free meals to your table—whatever your budget.  

With recipes including Plant-based Pain au Chocolat, 10-minute
Mac and Cheese, and Vegan Paella, Madeleine will teach you
how to cook a variety of delicious, simple, and affordable meals
taking you from breakfast right through to lunch and dinner
(with some tasty treats thrown in for good measure!).

Make It Vegan will provide plentiful options for mealtimes as well
as clever hacks to cut down on time spent in the kitchen, making
it easy for you to achieve and maintain a more plant-based
lifestyle.

Madeleine Olivia is a full-time content creator whose aim is to
make it easy and attainable for anyone looking to live a more
plant-based lifestyle. She is the author of Minimal, Versatile
Vegan, and Plant Kitchen Comforts.

A recent report by Bloomberg has found that the
plant-based meat and dairy sector are set to explode
at an unprecedented rate over the next decade
Retail sales data from March 2022 shows grocery
sales of plant-based foods that directly replace
animal products have grown 6% in the past year—
and 54% in the past three years—to $7.4 billion

https://www.edelweiss.plus/#sku=1784886440


View on Edelweiss

September 2023
9781784885922
CKB004000
$42.00 | Hardcover
256 Pages | 6¾ x 9¾ in
Full-color Photography

A New Way to
Bake
Re-imagined Plant-
based Recipes for
Cakes, Bakes and
Desserts
Philip Khoury

A New Way to Bake reinvents and reimagines cakes, bakes,
and desserts, using whole, plant-based ingredients that are
available globally.

Chef Philip Khoury has delved deep into patisserie in an attempt
to make desserts that are ‘cleaner’, and that present finer
flavors and textures.

A New Way to Bake uncovers a brief history of baking before
setting out the Plantry, where the main ingredients and their
functionalities are explained. From Apple Pie to Lamingtons,
there are sweet treats for any occasion. Plus, there are even QR
codes to help navigate through the recipes.

A New Way to Bake is a comprehensive guide that arms readers
with a new outlook and tools to bake a better future.

Philip Khoury is a world-renowned pastry chef, who currently
heads up the brigade of pastry chefs at Harrods. He has worked
at the legendary Quay in Sydney and for Adriano Zumbo.

Over 80 recipes for plant-based cakes, pastries, and
desserts, using natural ingredients
Simplified recipes, with QR codes, to achieve simple,
and build to showstopping, bakes

https://www.edelweiss.plus/#sku=1784885924
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A New Way to
Bake
Re-imagined Plant-
based Recipes for
Cakes, Bakes and
Desserts
Philip Khoury

A New Way to Bake reinvents and reimagines cakes, bakes,
and desserts, using whole, plant-based ingredients that are
available globally.

Chef Philip Khoury has delved deep into patisserie in an attempt
to make desserts that are ‘cleaner’, and that present finer
flavors and textures.

A New Way to Bake uncovers a brief history of baking before
setting out the Plantry, where the main ingredients and their
functionalities are explained. From Apple Pie to Lamingtons,
there are sweet treats for any occasion. Plus, there are even QR
codes to help navigate through the recipes.

A New Way to Bake is a comprehensive guide that arms readers
with a new outlook and tools to bake a better future.

Philip Khoury is a world-renowned pastry chef, who currently
heads up the brigade of pastry chefs at Harrods. He has worked
at the legendary Quay in Sydney and for Adriano Zumbo.

Over 80 recipes for plant-based cakes, pastries, and
desserts, using natural ingredients
Simplified recipes, with QR codes, to achieve simple,
and build to showstopping, bakes

https://www.edelweiss.plus/#sku=1784885924


View on Edelweiss

January 2024
9781743799369
CKB125000
$32.99 | Hardcover
224 Pages | 7½ x 11¼ in
Full-color throughout

Vegan Chinese
Food
Yang Liu and
Katharina Pinczolits

Veganise your favorite Chinese dishes at home with Vegan
Chinese Food.

Founders of the hugely popular food blog Little Rice Noodle,
Yang Liu and Kathi Pinczolits are known for their easy, delicious
and plant-based Chinese recipes. Now, they are expanding their
repertoire in Vegan Chinese Food with 60 well-loved and diverse
Chinese recipes using traditional cooking methods and skills—
and veganizing it.

Use everything from mushrooms to soy protein to imitate the
duck in Peking duck or the mince in Dan Dan noodles. There’s a
favorite recipe here for everyone, 100 per cent plant-based.

Yang Liu was born in the Hunan province in China and spent
her life moving around various areas of China, sampling all the
different cuisines in each region. Seven years ago, she moved to
Austria where she met her partner Katharina Pinczolits.
Together, the two became vegan and started exploring and
experimenting with Chinese vegan cuisine. They started their
Instagram account in late 2019 and have since accumulated
over 127k followers who love watching their videos of making
Chinese vegan food.

Tapping into continued trends for easy vegan dishes,
this book will help you to expand your home
repertoire.
Little Rice Noodle now has more than 127k Instagram
followers. Their recipe videos are fun, accessible and
delicious!

https://www.edelweiss.plus/#sku=1743799365
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Vegan Chinese
Food
Yang Liu and
Katharina Pinczolits

Veganise your favorite Chinese dishes at home with Vegan
Chinese Food.

Founders of the hugely popular food blog Little Rice Noodle,
Yang Liu and Kathi Pinczolits are known for their easy, delicious
and plant-based Chinese recipes. Now, they are expanding their
repertoire in Vegan Chinese Food with 60 well-loved and diverse
Chinese recipes using traditional cooking methods and skills—
and veganizing it.

Use everything from mushrooms to soy protein to imitate the
duck in Peking duck or the mince in Dan Dan noodles. There’s a
favorite recipe here for everyone, 100 per cent plant-based.

Yang Liu was born in the Hunan province in China and spent
her life moving around various areas of China, sampling all the
different cuisines in each region. Seven years ago, she moved to
Austria where she met her partner Katharina Pinczolits.
Together, the two became vegan and started exploring and
experimenting with Chinese vegan cuisine. They started their
Instagram account in late 2019 and have since accumulated
over 127k followers who love watching their videos of making
Chinese vegan food.

Tapping into continued trends for easy vegan dishes,
this book will help you to expand your home
repertoire.
Little Rice Noodle now has more than 127k Instagram
followers. Their recipe videos are fun, accessible and
delicious!

https://www.edelweiss.plus/#sku=1743799365


JapanEasy Bowls & Bento
9781784885694
$35.00 | Hardcover

Vegan JapanEasy
9781784882846
$32.50 | Hardcover

View on Edelweiss

October 2023
9781784886608
CKB048000
$37.50 | Hardcover
224 Pages | 7½ x 9¾ in
Full-color Photography
and Illustrations

Ramen Forever
Recipes for Ramen
Success
Tim Anderson

Ramen Forever showcases the world’s most perfect food:
ramen.
 
Tim Anderson shows you the way to enjoy delicious homemade
ramen on a regular basis, and gives you the tools to build your
own ramen, just the way you like it!
 
It is broken into five sections—Broth, Seasoning, Aromatic Oils
and Fats, Noodles, and Toppings—to enable you to mix and
match to create your own ramen to suit your taste. Alternatively,
you can choose to follow one of several complete ramen recipes
provided.
 
With recipes for beginners and casual cooks as well as serious
noodle nerds, you can enjoy this superlative Japanese comfort
food at home, regardless of your skill level.
Tim Anderson is a chef, writer, and MasterChef champion. Born
and raised in Wisconsin, Tim has been studying Japanese food
culture for more than two decades, first as a hobby, then as a
profession.

Ramen is a globally popular comfort food
Its mix-and-match format affords readers the
flexibility to make ramen exactly how they like it!
Tim breaks down the components of ramen to allow
home cooks of any ability to cook ramen at home

https://www.edelweiss.plus/#sku=1784886602
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Ramen Forever
Recipes for Ramen
Success
Tim Anderson

Ramen Forever showcases the world’s most perfect food:
ramen.
 
Tim Anderson shows you the way to enjoy delicious homemade
ramen on a regular basis, and gives you the tools to build your
own ramen, just the way you like it!
 
It is broken into five sections—Broth, Seasoning, Aromatic Oils
and Fats, Noodles, and Toppings—to enable you to mix and
match to create your own ramen to suit your taste. Alternatively,
you can choose to follow one of several complete ramen recipes
provided.
 
With recipes for beginners and casual cooks as well as serious
noodle nerds, you can enjoy this superlative Japanese comfort
food at home, regardless of your skill level.
Tim Anderson is a chef, writer, and MasterChef champion. Born
and raised in Wisconsin, Tim has been studying Japanese food
culture for more than two decades, first as a hobby, then as a
profession.

Ramen is a globally popular comfort food
Its mix-and-match format affords readers the
flexibility to make ramen exactly how they like it!
Tim breaks down the components of ramen to allow
home cooks of any ability to cook ramen at home

https://www.edelweiss.plus/#sku=1784886602
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Simply Chinese
Feasts
Tasty Recipes for
Friends and Family
Suzie Lee

Growing up, Suzie Lee was extremely fortunate in that her
parents carried on the customs and traditions of Hong Kong
in their family home in Northern Ireland, and now Suzie
wants to do the same.

In Simply Chinese Feasts, Suzie Lee pulls the reader up a seat to
her table to explore the myriad Chinese celebrations, festivals,
and traditions, all of which center around food and family. Ring
in Chinese New Year with crescent moon-shaped dumplings (to
be eaten during the last hour of the old year and the first hour
of the new) and indulge in a fish dish to encourage prosperity.

Structured via food group, in each section, Suzie will reveal the
traditions, symbolism, and lucky sayings associated with fish,
meat, bread, or cakes, before delving into delicious recipes to be
shared and celebrated with family and friends. And Suzie will, of
course, throw in her famous twists, allowing the reader to tailor
recipes to their needs. Looking for kid-, veggie-, budget-friendly,
or super quick meals? Look no further!

Suzie Lee is the 2020 winner of BBC’s Best Home Cook, the
presenter of Suzie Lee Home Cook Hero on BBC One, and author
of Simply Chinese. Brought up by her Hong Kong parents in
Northern Ireland, Suzie was taught to cook by her mum, who
passed away when she was 16.

Suzie Lee's recipes are accessible, affordable, and
super tasty
In this book, she passes on China's culinary customs
The rich culinary tradition of China is largely inspired
by a calendar year filled with festivities that center
around food and family

https://www.edelweiss.plus/#sku=1784886769
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Simply Chinese
Feasts
Tasty Recipes for
Friends and Family
Suzie Lee

Growing up, Suzie Lee was extremely fortunate in that her
parents carried on the customs and traditions of Hong Kong
in their family home in Northern Ireland, and now Suzie
wants to do the same.

In Simply Chinese Feasts, Suzie Lee pulls the reader up a seat to
her table to explore the myriad Chinese celebrations, festivals,
and traditions, all of which center around food and family. Ring
in Chinese New Year with crescent moon-shaped dumplings (to
be eaten during the last hour of the old year and the first hour
of the new) and indulge in a fish dish to encourage prosperity.

Structured via food group, in each section, Suzie will reveal the
traditions, symbolism, and lucky sayings associated with fish,
meat, bread, or cakes, before delving into delicious recipes to be
shared and celebrated with family and friends. And Suzie will, of
course, throw in her famous twists, allowing the reader to tailor
recipes to their needs. Looking for kid-, veggie-, budget-friendly,
or super quick meals? Look no further!

Suzie Lee is the 2020 winner of BBC’s Best Home Cook, the
presenter of Suzie Lee Home Cook Hero on BBC One, and author
of Simply Chinese. Brought up by her Hong Kong parents in
Northern Ireland, Suzie was taught to cook by her mum, who
passed away when she was 16.

Suzie Lee's recipes are accessible, affordable, and
super tasty
In this book, she passes on China's culinary customs
The rich culinary tradition of China is largely inspired
by a calendar year filled with festivities that center
around food and family
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Meatsmith
Home Cooking From
Butcher To Table
Andrew McConnell
and Troy Wheeler

Born from the partnership between celebrated Australian
chef Andrew McConnell (Gimlet, Cutler & Co) and world
class butcher Troy Wheeler, Meatsmith is a tribute to the
omnivore’s table, with over 100 brilliant recipes to inspire
charcuterie cravings, long lunches, dazzling dinners and
sensational sides that could steal the show.

More than another meat cookbook, this is an essential lifestyle
companion for cooking widely and creating meals and moments
to be remembered. Offering a range of recipes and menus for
seasonal occasions, from a fiery butcher's picnic to lunch in the
garden, a duck dinner party to how to grill the perfect steak,
plus, one great dessert as its grand finale.
 
One of Australia’s most successful chef/restauranteurs, Andrew
McConnell brings exceptional attention to detail, trend-setting
style and good taste to everything he does. His groundbreaking
restaurant group Trader House operates critically acclaimed fine
diners such as Cutler and Co and Gimlet. Troy Wheeler is one
of Melbourne's best butchers. In 2015, he launched Meatsmith
with McConnell, creating one of Australia’s best bespoke
butcher and grocery stores focusing on quality heritage meats,
sauces, charcuterie and meals.

Andrew McConnell is one of the most respected
chef/restaurateurs in Australia. His restaurant Gimlet
was recently named 84th on the World’s 50 Best 2022
longlist.
Created to appeal to home cooks and celebrates
home entertaining and the shared family table with
salads, sides, quick meals and weekend projects.

https://www.edelweiss.plus/#sku=1743799020
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Meatsmith
Home Cooking From
Butcher To Table
Andrew McConnell
and Troy Wheeler

Born from the partnership between celebrated Australian
chef Andrew McConnell (Gimlet, Cutler & Co) and world
class butcher Troy Wheeler, Meatsmith is a tribute to the
omnivore’s table, with over 100 brilliant recipes to inspire
charcuterie cravings, long lunches, dazzling dinners and
sensational sides that could steal the show.

More than another meat cookbook, this is an essential lifestyle
companion for cooking widely and creating meals and moments
to be remembered. Offering a range of recipes and menus for
seasonal occasions, from a fiery butcher's picnic to lunch in the
garden, a duck dinner party to how to grill the perfect steak,
plus, one great dessert as its grand finale.
 
One of Australia’s most successful chef/restauranteurs, Andrew
McConnell brings exceptional attention to detail, trend-setting
style and good taste to everything he does. His groundbreaking
restaurant group Trader House operates critically acclaimed fine
diners such as Cutler and Co and Gimlet. Troy Wheeler is one
of Melbourne's best butchers. In 2015, he launched Meatsmith
with McConnell, creating one of Australia’s best bespoke
butcher and grocery stores focusing on quality heritage meats,
sauces, charcuterie and meals.

Andrew McConnell is one of the most respected
chef/restaurateurs in Australia. His restaurant Gimlet
was recently named 84th on the World’s 50 Best 2022
longlist.
Created to appeal to home cooks and celebrates
home entertaining and the shared family table with
salads, sides, quick meals and weekend projects.
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There's Always
Room for Cheese
A Guide to
Cheesemaking
Colin Wood

Learn how to make cheese at home from scratch and create
your own delicious sweet and savory cheese-based recipes
with There’s Always Room for Cheese.

In this book, expert cheesemaker Colin Wood will take you back
to the basics to create your favorite types of cheese, from the
equipment and ingredients you’ll need right through to
concocting the perfect cheeseboard to impress your guests.
There’s Always Room for Cheese also features a range of
deliciously creative cheesy dishes—Fromage blanc and
strawberry donut, anyone? Each chapter is divided into different
types of cheese from white mould to semi-hard and there’s even
a chapter on whey and what to do with your waste.

This is the perfect opportunity for budding and experienced
cheesemakers to have fun with their food at home and to
explore the world of cheese with the help of an expert. 

Labelled as one of Sydney’s emerging hospitality stars, chef
Colin Wood makes his own cheese every Monday at Mat
Lindsay's Surry Hills wine bar, Poly. Wood, who calls himself the
restaurant's "casual cheese guy", has a hefty resume under his
belt. He spent 10 years working for restaurateur Andrew
McConnell's Trader House group in Melbourne and time in New
York as Ignacio Mattos’ culinary director (Estela, Altro Paradiso). 

This book is a must for all aspiring cheesemakers.
Not many books in the market cover cheesemaking
from scratch geared towards the home cook.
Includes 80 chef-quality recipes: you can use the
cheese you’ve made in recipes or you can buy cheese
to put together these delicious recipes.

https://www.edelweiss.plus/#sku=1743798768
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There's Always
Room for Cheese
A Guide to
Cheesemaking
Colin Wood

Learn how to make cheese at home from scratch and create
your own delicious sweet and savory cheese-based recipes
with There’s Always Room for Cheese.

In this book, expert cheesemaker Colin Wood will take you back
to the basics to create your favorite types of cheese, from the
equipment and ingredients you’ll need right through to
concocting the perfect cheeseboard to impress your guests.
There’s Always Room for Cheese also features a range of
deliciously creative cheesy dishes—Fromage blanc and
strawberry donut, anyone? Each chapter is divided into different
types of cheese from white mould to semi-hard and there’s even
a chapter on whey and what to do with your waste.

This is the perfect opportunity for budding and experienced
cheesemakers to have fun with their food at home and to
explore the world of cheese with the help of an expert. 

Labelled as one of Sydney’s emerging hospitality stars, chef
Colin Wood makes his own cheese every Monday at Mat
Lindsay's Surry Hills wine bar, Poly. Wood, who calls himself the
restaurant's "casual cheese guy", has a hefty resume under his
belt. He spent 10 years working for restaurateur Andrew
McConnell's Trader House group in Melbourne and time in New
York as Ignacio Mattos’ culinary director (Estela, Altro Paradiso). 

This book is a must for all aspiring cheesemakers.
Not many books in the market cover cheesemaking
from scratch geared towards the home cook.
Includes 80 chef-quality recipes: you can use the
cheese you’ve made in recipes or you can buy cheese
to put together these delicious recipes.

https://www.edelweiss.plus/#sku=1743798768
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The Dinner Party
A Chef's Guide to Home
Entertaining
Martin Benn and Vicki
Wild

The Dinner Party is the ultimate guide to sophisticated home
entertaining from fine dining chef Martin Benn, featuring
nine expert menus for memorable feasts from relaxed
gatherings to glamorous celebrations. 

Martin Benn (Sepia, Society) is one of Australia’s most
accomplished chefs, but his passion is hosting impressive meals
at home with his wife and creative collaborator Vicki Wild. In this
beautifully photographed and designed cookbook, Benn applies
a lifetime of culinary knowledge and technique to the Saturday
night supper, offering over 70 recipes for showstopping starters,
memorable main courses, stunning sides, and dazzling
desserts. 

Dress up, casual: anything goes! The Dinner Party will help you
create a fabulous night to remember.

Fine dining chef Martin Benn was born in Hastings, England
and began his career under the tutelage of Marco Pierre White.
Moving to Australia in 1996, he became head chef of the
legendary Tetsuya’s before opening Sepia restaurant in 2009
with his wife and partner, front-of-house star Vicki Wild, to
widespread acclaim. Most recently the "culinary power couple"
(The Age) opened the luxurious Society in Melbourne with Chris
Lucas. They live in Sydney. 

Over nine innovative themed menus with cutting-
edge and delicious contemporary recipes.
Also includes instructions on the perfect music
playlists, wine matches, cocktails, and what to
prepare in advance.

https://www.edelweiss.plus/#sku=1743798962
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The Dinner Party
A Chef's Guide to Home
Entertaining
Martin Benn and Vicki
Wild

The Dinner Party is the ultimate guide to sophisticated home
entertaining from fine dining chef Martin Benn, featuring
nine expert menus for memorable feasts from relaxed
gatherings to glamorous celebrations. 

Martin Benn (Sepia, Society) is one of Australia’s most
accomplished chefs, but his passion is hosting impressive meals
at home with his wife and creative collaborator Vicki Wild. In this
beautifully photographed and designed cookbook, Benn applies
a lifetime of culinary knowledge and technique to the Saturday
night supper, offering over 70 recipes for showstopping starters,
memorable main courses, stunning sides, and dazzling
desserts. 

Dress up, casual: anything goes! The Dinner Party will help you
create a fabulous night to remember.

Fine dining chef Martin Benn was born in Hastings, England
and began his career under the tutelage of Marco Pierre White.
Moving to Australia in 1996, he became head chef of the
legendary Tetsuya’s before opening Sepia restaurant in 2009
with his wife and partner, front-of-house star Vicki Wild, to
widespread acclaim. Most recently the "culinary power couple"
(The Age) opened the luxurious Society in Melbourne with Chris
Lucas. They live in Sydney. 

Over nine innovative themed menus with cutting-
edge and delicious contemporary recipes.
Also includes instructions on the perfect music
playlists, wine matches, cocktails, and what to
prepare in advance.
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Sustain
Groundbreaking
Recipes And Skills That
Could Save The Planet
Jo Barrett

Discover how changing the way you cook and eat can make
a difference to the world around us with Sustain:
Groundbreaking Recipes and Skills That Will Save the Planet.

Featuring over 90 recipes across 30 meals, this inspiring,
beautifully photographed cookbook shows how mastering
simple “skill builders” such as fermenting, preserving, brining
and pickling can lead to a more sustainable kitchen. Cooking
simple dishes such as glazed mushroom skewers, stuffed potato
cakes, red pepper pasta and venison pie will not only taste
delicious but have a long-lasting impact for future generations. 

Written by chef and sustainability champion Jo Barrett, from the
team who created the ground-breaking eco-house
FutureFoodSystem, Sustain provides innovative, achievable
solutions to empower readers to be creative with their cooking,
connect with their food system, and help save the planet.

Jo Barrett is one of Australia’s most inventive and highly
regarded chefs, specializing in sustainability and low waste
recipes. Jo made her name at Oakridge Winery in the Yarra
Valley, with partner Matt Stone, and helped create the ground-
breaking FutureFoodSystem with innovator Joost Bakker. 

This is a groundbreaking cookbook that teaches
urban readers how to cook more sustainably.
Features over 90 recipes using Jo's “recipe matrix”,
which shows how readers can master a series of
skills, which lead to a more sustainable kitchen.
Jo Barrett and the FutureFoodSystem is featured on
Zac Efron's Down to Earth Netflix series.

https://www.edelweiss.plus/#sku=1743798849
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Sustain
Groundbreaking
Recipes And Skills That
Could Save The Planet
Jo Barrett

Discover how changing the way you cook and eat can make
a difference to the world around us with Sustain:
Groundbreaking Recipes and Skills That Will Save the Planet.

Featuring over 90 recipes across 30 meals, this inspiring,
beautifully photographed cookbook shows how mastering
simple “skill builders” such as fermenting, preserving, brining
and pickling can lead to a more sustainable kitchen. Cooking
simple dishes such as glazed mushroom skewers, stuffed potato
cakes, red pepper pasta and venison pie will not only taste
delicious but have a long-lasting impact for future generations. 

Written by chef and sustainability champion Jo Barrett, from the
team who created the ground-breaking eco-house
FutureFoodSystem, Sustain provides innovative, achievable
solutions to empower readers to be creative with their cooking,
connect with their food system, and help save the planet.

Jo Barrett is one of Australia’s most inventive and highly
regarded chefs, specializing in sustainability and low waste
recipes. Jo made her name at Oakridge Winery in the Yarra
Valley, with partner Matt Stone, and helped create the ground-
breaking FutureFoodSystem with innovator Joost Bakker. 

This is a groundbreaking cookbook that teaches
urban readers how to cook more sustainably.
Features over 90 recipes using Jo's “recipe matrix”,
which shows how readers can master a series of
skills, which lead to a more sustainable kitchen.
Jo Barrett and the FutureFoodSystem is featured on
Zac Efron's Down to Earth Netflix series.
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Slow Drinks
A Field Guide to
Foraging and
Fermenting Seasonal
Sodas, Botanical
Cocktails, Homemade
Wines, and More
Danny Childs

Slow Drinks teaches home cooks, industry pros,
homebrewers, and foragers how to transform botanical
ingredients—whether foraged or purchased from the store
—into incredibly unique beverages and cocktails.

Organized by season, Slow Drinks demonstrates how to make
drinks that tell a story of botany, history, culture, and terroir,
while honoring beverage traditions both old and new. Each
season will highlight eight new ingredients with recipes that
build on a basics chapter and teach readers how to make their
own alcoholic and non-alcoholic drinks.

Beautifully photographed by the author’s wife, Katie Childs, and
illustrated by Molly Reader, Slow Drinks will be the definitive
botanist’s guide to mixology that can live in your basket on a
foraging trip, or on the coffee table as a conversation piece.

Danny Childs trained as an anthropologist and ethnobotanist
studying the traditional medicinal uses of plants in the Amazon
rainforest. Back home in Southern New Jersey, he now runs the
standard-setting beverage program at the Farm and the
Fisherman, a locavore restaurant in the Philadelphia suburb of
Cherry Hill.

Author credentials: Danny has both serious academic
training in ethnobotany with professional experience
running a bar program at a highly regarded
restaurant
Evergreen topics: Blends the ever-popular foraging,
preserving, and cocktail making into one book

https://www.edelweiss.plus/#sku=1958417300
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Slow Drinks
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Foraging and
Fermenting Seasonal
Sodas, Botanical
Cocktails, Homemade
Wines, and More
Danny Childs

Slow Drinks teaches home cooks, industry pros,
homebrewers, and foragers how to transform botanical
ingredients—whether foraged or purchased from the store
—into incredibly unique beverages and cocktails.

Organized by season, Slow Drinks demonstrates how to make
drinks that tell a story of botany, history, culture, and terroir,
while honoring beverage traditions both old and new. Each
season will highlight eight new ingredients with recipes that
build on a basics chapter and teach readers how to make their
own alcoholic and non-alcoholic drinks.

Beautifully photographed by the author’s wife, Katie Childs, and
illustrated by Molly Reader, Slow Drinks will be the definitive
botanist’s guide to mixology that can live in your basket on a
foraging trip, or on the coffee table as a conversation piece.

Danny Childs trained as an anthropologist and ethnobotanist
studying the traditional medicinal uses of plants in the Amazon
rainforest. Back home in Southern New Jersey, he now runs the
standard-setting beverage program at the Farm and the
Fisherman, a locavore restaurant in the Philadelphia suburb of
Cherry Hill.

Author credentials: Danny has both serious academic
training in ethnobotany with professional experience
running a bar program at a highly regarded
restaurant
Evergreen topics: Blends the ever-popular foraging,
preserving, and cocktail making into one book
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Whisky: Shake,
Muddle, Stir
Over 40 of the Best
Cocktails for Whisky
Lovers
Dan Jones

Whisky: Shake, Muddle, Stir is a beginner’s guide to whisky
and bourbon.

Dan Jones teaches you how to stock your home bar, pick some
of the world’s best whiskies, and pull together your own
infusions and syrups. Try your hand at classics like an Old
Fashioned or The Sazerac, or modern hits like Bourbon Smash
or The Rattlesnake.

With over 40 whisky recipes, Whisky: Shake, Muddle, Stir shows
you just how versatile whisky is.

Dan Jones is a writer, editor and drinker living in New York.
Formerly the shopping editor at i-D magazine, Time Out’s Style
Editor and Senior Men’s Editor at ASOS; he's an expert in style,
grooming and booze. A dedicated home-mixer, Dan constantly
researches his cocktail craft, honing his drinking credentials. He
is the author of a number of books including The Mixer’s Manual,
Man Made, and Gin: Shake, Muddle, Stir.

Next in the wildly popular Shake, Muddle, Stir series
Gift format makes it the perfect impulse buy
Whisky consumption by 18–25-year-olds has seen an
increase each year, with a 25 per cent increase in
2022 versus 2021

https://www.edelweiss.plus/#sku=1784886564
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Whisky: Shake,
Muddle, Stir
Over 40 of the Best
Cocktails for Whisky
Lovers
Dan Jones

Whisky: Shake, Muddle, Stir is a beginner’s guide to whisky
and bourbon.

Dan Jones teaches you how to stock your home bar, pick some
of the world’s best whiskies, and pull together your own
infusions and syrups. Try your hand at classics like an Old
Fashioned or The Sazerac, or modern hits like Bourbon Smash
or The Rattlesnake.

With over 40 whisky recipes, Whisky: Shake, Muddle, Stir shows
you just how versatile whisky is.

Dan Jones is a writer, editor and drinker living in New York.
Formerly the shopping editor at i-D magazine, Time Out’s Style
Editor and Senior Men’s Editor at ASOS; he's an expert in style,
grooming and booze. A dedicated home-mixer, Dan constantly
researches his cocktail craft, honing his drinking credentials. He
is the author of a number of books including The Mixer’s Manual,
Man Made, and Gin: Shake, Muddle, Stir.

Next in the wildly popular Shake, Muddle, Stir series
Gift format makes it the perfect impulse buy
Whisky consumption by 18–25-year-olds has seen an
increase each year, with a 25 per cent increase in
2022 versus 2021
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Super Easy Air
Fryer Recipes
69 Simple, Quick and
Delicious Meals
Lelia Castello

Super-Easy Air-Fryer Recipes features 69 simple, healthy, and
energy saving recipes.

All the recipes require minimum effort and only a few
ingredients, allowing you to create quick midweek dinners or
weekend meals, without compromising on flavor.

There are appetizers and snacks (such as mini pizzas, vegetarian
quesadillas, chicken nuggets), mains (roast chicken with lemon,
fish tacos), one-pot meals (pea and basil risotto, chilli con carne,
lentil dhal), and desserts (apple granola, strawberry muffins,
chocolate bananas).

Each recipe is accompanied by a photograph and all the
ingredients are photographed too, making this Super-Easy Air-
Fryer Recipes the ultimate foolproof cookbook for your air fryer.

Leila Castello is an author, recipe developer, and food stylist.
She lives in Paris with her family.

As the cost of living rises, people are looking for more
affordable and energy-efficient ways to cook their
meals
This handy book shares 69 quick and easy recipes to
make in your air fryer
Google searches for air fryers are up 4-fold since the
start of the year

https://www.edelweiss.plus/#sku=1784886890
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Super Easy Air
Fryer Recipes
69 Simple, Quick and
Delicious Meals
Lelia Castello

Super-Easy Air-Fryer Recipes features 69 simple, healthy, and
energy saving recipes.

All the recipes require minimum effort and only a few
ingredients, allowing you to create quick midweek dinners or
weekend meals, without compromising on flavor.

There are appetizers and snacks (such as mini pizzas, vegetarian
quesadillas, chicken nuggets), mains (roast chicken with lemon,
fish tacos), one-pot meals (pea and basil risotto, chilli con carne,
lentil dhal), and desserts (apple granola, strawberry muffins,
chocolate bananas).

Each recipe is accompanied by a photograph and all the
ingredients are photographed too, making this Super-Easy Air-
Fryer Recipes the ultimate foolproof cookbook for your air fryer.

Leila Castello is an author, recipe developer, and food stylist.
She lives in Paris with her family.

As the cost of living rises, people are looking for more
affordable and energy-efficient ways to cook their
meals
This handy book shares 69 quick and easy recipes to
make in your air fryer
Google searches for air fryers are up 4-fold since the
start of the year
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Eat More Greens
Eat More Plants with
Over 65 Quick and Easy
Recipes
Fern Green

Introduce more plants into every meal with over 65 quick,
easy and exciting recipes.

We all know that we need to eat more fruit and veg as part of a
varied diet, but how many of us get stuck in a rut steaming
broccoli, or frying up some peppers for the same, old, boring
meals? With Eat More Greens, learn how to incorporate fruit and
vegetables into breakfast, lunch, and dinner in new and exciting
ways.

Dishes include a Matcha Smoothie, Korean-inspired Kimchi Rice,
Rocky Road, and even Lamb Meatballs, proving healthy meals
don’t have to be boring.

Featuring family favorites, one-pot suppers, tasty traybakes, and
super smoothies, Eat More Greens isn’t about turning you into a
vegetarian, but just making sure that you eat enough plants to
improve your overall health.

Fern Green is a food stylist, writer, and experienced chef. She
has many years’ experience writing and styling for magazines,
and works with various high-profile brands for editorial,
packaging, advertising, and video content.

More and more people are becoming flexitarians not
just for environmental reasons, but for health
reasons, too, and many are realising the importance
of Symprove and other probiotics in their diets
This book will teach readers (in a very non-preachy
way) how, by incorporating more greens in their
meals, they can achieve great gut health without the
need for supplements

https://www.edelweiss.plus/#sku=1784886394
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Eat More Greens
Eat More Plants with
Over 65 Quick and Easy
Recipes
Fern Green

Introduce more plants into every meal with over 65 quick,
easy and exciting recipes.

We all know that we need to eat more fruit and veg as part of a
varied diet, but how many of us get stuck in a rut steaming
broccoli, or frying up some peppers for the same, old, boring
meals? With Eat More Greens, learn how to incorporate fruit and
vegetables into breakfast, lunch, and dinner in new and exciting
ways.

Dishes include a Matcha Smoothie, Korean-inspired Kimchi Rice,
Rocky Road, and even Lamb Meatballs, proving healthy meals
don’t have to be boring.

Featuring family favorites, one-pot suppers, tasty traybakes, and
super smoothies, Eat More Greens isn’t about turning you into a
vegetarian, but just making sure that you eat enough plants to
improve your overall health.

Fern Green is a food stylist, writer, and experienced chef. She
has many years’ experience writing and styling for magazines,
and works with various high-profile brands for editorial,
packaging, advertising, and video content.

More and more people are becoming flexitarians not
just for environmental reasons, but for health
reasons, too, and many are realising the importance
of Symprove and other probiotics in their diets
This book will teach readers (in a very non-preachy
way) how, by incorporating more greens in their
meals, they can achieve great gut health without the
need for supplements

https://www.edelweiss.plus/#sku=1784886394
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Happiness in a
Mug Cake
30 Microwave Cakes to
Make in Minutes
Katie Calder

Happiness in a Mug Cake is exactly that—mug cakes built to
satisfy your cake cravings, all ready in your microwave in
an instant.

With fun flavors like mint chocolate or white chocolate and
blueberry, and staple classics like carrot cake or apple crumble,
whatever mood you're in, we have the cake for you.

No mess, no fuss, no waste, no expense. Just add your
ingredients, mix, then wait for the ping and tuck in.

Katie Calder is the author of Three Ingredient Cocktails, and a
Leiths-trained recipe writer and food stylist who has worked
with BBC GoodFood, Waitrose, Good Housekeeping, Ocado Life,
Delicious, and more.

Mug Cake books are ever-popular, providing people
with an easy, speedy way to satisfy cake cravings
Using a microwave instead of your oven is more
energy-efficient
Mug cakes are affordable—often mostly using store-
cupboard ingredients and fridge essentials
By just cooking one portion instead of a large cake,
you are reducing chances of food waste

https://www.edelweiss.plus/#sku=1784886548
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Happiness in a
Mug Cake
30 Microwave Cakes to
Make in Minutes
Katie Calder

Happiness in a Mug Cake is exactly that—mug cakes built to
satisfy your cake cravings, all ready in your microwave in
an instant.

With fun flavors like mint chocolate or white chocolate and
blueberry, and staple classics like carrot cake or apple crumble,
whatever mood you're in, we have the cake for you.

No mess, no fuss, no waste, no expense. Just add your
ingredients, mix, then wait for the ping and tuck in.

Katie Calder is the author of Three Ingredient Cocktails, and a
Leiths-trained recipe writer and food stylist who has worked
with BBC GoodFood, Waitrose, Good Housekeeping, Ocado Life,
Delicious, and more.

Mug Cake books are ever-popular, providing people
with an easy, speedy way to satisfy cake cravings
Using a microwave instead of your oven is more
energy-efficient
Mug cakes are affordable—often mostly using store-
cupboard ingredients and fridge essentials
By just cooking one portion instead of a large cake,
you are reducing chances of food waste
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Sweet Treats
Make Your Own
Chocolates at Home
Melanie Dupuis

The Little Book of Chocolate: Sweet Treats features over 15
chocolate recipes, including Honey Ganache Dipped
Chocolates, Moulded Gianduja Chocolates, Truffles,
Chocolate Slabs, and even a Chocolate Egg, and will teach
you the techniques needed, from tempering to moulding
and glazing, to making ganache, to perfect your chocolate
skills.

This is a bite-sized version of The Ultimate Book of Chocolate.
Working with chocolate can be a challenge, so by breaking the
original tome down into more manageable pieces, we hope that
readers will find it easier to master the art of chocolate making.

This is a masterclass in chocolate and every chocolate lover’s
dream.

Melanie Dupuis trained as a pastry chef and caterer in France
and worked in the country's best hotels and restaurants (Helene
Darroze, Benoit Castel, Nomad Food & Design) before
embarking on a second career as a food writer. Her first book,
Patisserie, was published in 2014 and has been an international
success.

Re-using content from The Ultimate Book of
Chocolate, each book in the series will focus on a
different type of chocolate in manageable bite-sized
books

https://www.edelweiss.plus/#sku=1784885967
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Sweet Treats
Make Your Own
Chocolates at Home
Melanie Dupuis

The Little Book of Chocolate: Sweet Treats features over 15
chocolate recipes, including Honey Ganache Dipped
Chocolates, Moulded Gianduja Chocolates, Truffles,
Chocolate Slabs, and even a Chocolate Egg, and will teach
you the techniques needed, from tempering to moulding
and glazing, to making ganache, to perfect your chocolate
skills.

This is a bite-sized version of The Ultimate Book of Chocolate.
Working with chocolate can be a challenge, so by breaking the
original tome down into more manageable pieces, we hope that
readers will find it easier to master the art of chocolate making.

This is a masterclass in chocolate and every chocolate lover’s
dream.

Melanie Dupuis trained as a pastry chef and caterer in France
and worked in the country's best hotels and restaurants (Helene
Darroze, Benoit Castel, Nomad Food & Design) before
embarking on a second career as a food writer. Her first book,
Patisserie, was published in 2014 and has been an international
success.

Re-using content from The Ultimate Book of
Chocolate, each book in the series will focus on a
different type of chocolate in manageable bite-sized
books
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Recipes from
Andalusia
José Pizarro

Recipes from Andalusia is a culinary exploration of
Andalusia, a place where the past and modernity blend
together to form a rather magical destination.

Not just a feast for the eyes, Andalusia is also a food-lover's
paradise. In Recipes from Andalusia, award-winning chef José
Pizarro takes readers on a journey through its most delicious
dishes. Many of the dishes go back to Moorish times—or earlier
—and each of the eight provinces has their own special dish.

Try your hand at Pork loin with pear and hazelnuts, Prawns
baked in salt with mango, chilli, cilantro salsa, and a rather
boozy Barbary fig margarita. Written in José's signature fuss-free
style, this is genuine, bold-tasting Spanish food, easily made at
home.

A beautiful keepsake that provides an impressive, fresh look at
the region's cuisine and set to the backdrop of beautiful location
shots, Recipes from Andalusia is a must for anyone who loves
authentic, simple Spanish food.

José Pizarro is an award-winning chef and bestselling author.
He runs tapas and sherry bar José and restaurant Pizarro as well
as restaurant José Pizarro, in London, The Swan in Surrey, and
two restaurants at The Royal Academy of Arts.

Easy, accessible recipes the whole family will love
Spain remains one of the most popular destinations
for tourists, attracting millions every year
Keeping the same content as Andalusia, we are
revisiting the design to give it a new lease of life

https://www.edelweiss.plus/#sku=1784886327
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Recipes from
Andalusia
José Pizarro

Recipes from Andalusia is a culinary exploration of
Andalusia, a place where the past and modernity blend
together to form a rather magical destination.

Not just a feast for the eyes, Andalusia is also a food-lover's
paradise. In Recipes from Andalusia, award-winning chef José
Pizarro takes readers on a journey through its most delicious
dishes. Many of the dishes go back to Moorish times—or earlier
—and each of the eight provinces has their own special dish.

Try your hand at Pork loin with pear and hazelnuts, Prawns
baked in salt with mango, chilli, cilantro salsa, and a rather
boozy Barbary fig margarita. Written in José's signature fuss-free
style, this is genuine, bold-tasting Spanish food, easily made at
home.

A beautiful keepsake that provides an impressive, fresh look at
the region's cuisine and set to the backdrop of beautiful location
shots, Recipes from Andalusia is a must for anyone who loves
authentic, simple Spanish food.

José Pizarro is an award-winning chef and bestselling author.
He runs tapas and sherry bar José and restaurant Pizarro as well
as restaurant José Pizarro, in London, The Swan in Surrey, and
two restaurants at The Royal Academy of Arts.

Easy, accessible recipes the whole family will love
Spain remains one of the most popular destinations
for tourists, attracting millions every year
Keeping the same content as Andalusia, we are
revisiting the design to give it a new lease of life
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Recipes from
Venice
Katie Caldesi and
Giancarlo Caldesi

Recipes from Venice is a culinary exploration of this well-
loved Italian city.

Husband and wife team Giancarlo and Katie Caldesi have
dodged the tourists, drawing inspiration from less obvious areas
of Italy's magical city, to unearth the most delicious and
authentic recipes.

Try some hot polpette (salty pork rissoles) or sarde in saor
(marinated sardines) with a glass of wine with friends. The
traditional Venetian pasta, bigoli, served with a delicious fresh
fish salsa is a signature dish that you’ll cook time and time again.
And the sweet frittelle, fried dumplings filled with custard, are
bound to become an instant hit.

Set against the backdrop of breathtaking photographs of the
city and Katie’s anecdotes of their travels, Recipes from Venice is
a beautiful cookbook and keepsake that will transport you to
Italy with every page turned.

Owners of London's Caldesi in Marylebone, Caldesi in
Campagna and La Cucina Caldesi cooking school, Katie and
Giancarlo Caldesi have a passion for Italian food. They have
taught alongside some of the biggest names in Italian cuisine
and are the authors of seventeen cookbooks.

Italy remains one of the most popular destinations
for tourists, attracting millions every year
Keeping the same content as Venice, we are revisiting
the design to give it a new lease of life, creating a
strong series style

https://www.edelweiss.plus/#sku=1784886629
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Recipes from
Venice
Katie Caldesi and
Giancarlo Caldesi

Recipes from Venice is a culinary exploration of this well-
loved Italian city.

Husband and wife team Giancarlo and Katie Caldesi have
dodged the tourists, drawing inspiration from less obvious areas
of Italy's magical city, to unearth the most delicious and
authentic recipes.

Try some hot polpette (salty pork rissoles) or sarde in saor
(marinated sardines) with a glass of wine with friends. The
traditional Venetian pasta, bigoli, served with a delicious fresh
fish salsa is a signature dish that you’ll cook time and time again.
And the sweet frittelle, fried dumplings filled with custard, are
bound to become an instant hit.

Set against the backdrop of breathtaking photographs of the
city and Katie’s anecdotes of their travels, Recipes from Venice is
a beautiful cookbook and keepsake that will transport you to
Italy with every page turned.

Owners of London's Caldesi in Marylebone, Caldesi in
Campagna and La Cucina Caldesi cooking school, Katie and
Giancarlo Caldesi have a passion for Italian food. They have
taught alongside some of the biggest names in Italian cuisine
and are the authors of seventeen cookbooks.

Italy remains one of the most popular destinations
for tourists, attracting millions every year
Keeping the same content as Venice, we are revisiting
the design to give it a new lease of life, creating a
strong series style
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Mr Todiwala's
Bombay
My Recipes and
Memories from India
Cyrus Todiwala

This redesigned version of Mr Todiwala’s Bombay from TV
chef Cyrus Todiwala incorporates the best of both classic
and modern Indian cuisine.

To Cyrus, Mumbai will always be Bombay: the jostling, colorful
city of his childhood and the land that cultivated his passion for
food. Join Cyrus and his wife Pervin on a bustling culinary jaunt
around one of the world’s most exciting cities. Feast on moreish
jumping chicken samosas, succulent hot and spicy tiger prawns,
tender lamb cooked with sizzling Indian Puy lentils, and
homemade golden Pooris that will melt in your mouth.

Set against the backdrop of stunning on-location photographs,
Mr Todiwala’s Bombay is a charming celebration of Indian food.

Cyrus Todiwala OBE DL FIH is a chef, restaurateur, educator,
author and entrepreneur. Born in Bombay, Cyrus trained as a
chef at the Taj Hotels Resorts and Palaces chain in India. In
1991, he moved to London to run the Namasté restaurant
where he developed his trademark style of blending traditional
Indian techniques and flavors with more unexpected
ingredients. Cyrus is proprietor and executive chef of the Café
Spice Namasté, as well as Mr Todiwala's Kitchen, and he has
also launched a range of successful condiments.

The updated format and design will reinvigorate this
fantastic title
Cyrus continues to be a regular on TV, including
shows such as Saturday Kitchen

https://www.edelweiss.plus/#sku=1784886645
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Mr Todiwala's
Bombay
My Recipes and
Memories from India
Cyrus Todiwala

This redesigned version of Mr Todiwala’s Bombay from TV
chef Cyrus Todiwala incorporates the best of both classic
and modern Indian cuisine.

To Cyrus, Mumbai will always be Bombay: the jostling, colorful
city of his childhood and the land that cultivated his passion for
food. Join Cyrus and his wife Pervin on a bustling culinary jaunt
around one of the world’s most exciting cities. Feast on moreish
jumping chicken samosas, succulent hot and spicy tiger prawns,
tender lamb cooked with sizzling Indian Puy lentils, and
homemade golden Pooris that will melt in your mouth.

Set against the backdrop of stunning on-location photographs,
Mr Todiwala’s Bombay is a charming celebration of Indian food.

Cyrus Todiwala OBE DL FIH is a chef, restaurateur, educator,
author and entrepreneur. Born in Bombay, Cyrus trained as a
chef at the Taj Hotels Resorts and Palaces chain in India. In
1991, he moved to London to run the Namasté restaurant
where he developed his trademark style of blending traditional
Indian techniques and flavors with more unexpected
ingredients. Cyrus is proprietor and executive chef of the Café
Spice Namasté, as well as Mr Todiwala's Kitchen, and he has
also launched a range of successful condiments.

The updated format and design will reinvigorate this
fantastic title
Cyrus continues to be a regular on TV, including
shows such as Saturday Kitchen

https://www.edelweiss.plus/#sku=1784886645
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52 Weeks of Easy
Knits
Beautiful Patterns for
Year-Round Knitting
Laine

52 Weeks of Easy Knits is a contemporary collection of
52 uncomplicated knitting patterns, ranging from beanies,
mittens and scarves to sweaters, socks and cardigans, from
Nordic knitting experts Laine.

For people who are picking up needles for the very first time, or
for experienced knitters who are looking for an effortless
comfort project, this gorgeous book contains a fun, cozy and
modern knitting pattern for every week of the year—each one a
pleasure to knit. The 52 projects have been contributed by
leading knitwear designers from across the world. The book
uses a 'super easy' label to mark the patterns that are perfect
for your very first knitting project. Each project is accompanied
by beautiful and helpful photography, and supported by extra
material on the Laine website.

Laine is a publishing house based in Finland. They publish
books focusing on knitting, crafts, food and lifestyle, as well as
Laine, their international knit and lifestyle magazine.
Their intention is to inspire a community of like-minded knitters,
makers and thinkers from near and far.

The 52 Weeks series has been Laine’s biggest hit so
far, with strong continuing sales for the series.
Laine’s projects are usually quite challenging; this
book opens them to a whole new audience of
beginner knitters. Each project includes detailed
instructions, clear patterns and lots of photos, as well
as support material online.
Laine have a loyal fanbase for their knitting and
lifestyle magazine, including over 130k followers on
Instagram.

https://www.edelweiss.plus/#sku=1743799705
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52 Weeks of Easy
Knits
Beautiful Patterns for
Year-Round Knitting
Laine

52 Weeks of Easy Knits is a contemporary collection of
52 uncomplicated knitting patterns, ranging from beanies,
mittens and scarves to sweaters, socks and cardigans, from
Nordic knitting experts Laine.

For people who are picking up needles for the very first time, or
for experienced knitters who are looking for an effortless
comfort project, this gorgeous book contains a fun, cozy and
modern knitting pattern for every week of the year—each one a
pleasure to knit. The 52 projects have been contributed by
leading knitwear designers from across the world. The book
uses a 'super easy' label to mark the patterns that are perfect
for your very first knitting project. Each project is accompanied
by beautiful and helpful photography, and supported by extra
material on the Laine website.

Laine is a publishing house based in Finland. They publish
books focusing on knitting, crafts, food and lifestyle, as well as
Laine, their international knit and lifestyle magazine.
Their intention is to inspire a community of like-minded knitters,
makers and thinkers from near and far.

The 52 Weeks series has been Laine’s biggest hit so
far, with strong continuing sales for the series.
Laine’s projects are usually quite challenging; this
book opens them to a whole new audience of
beginner knitters. Each project includes detailed
instructions, clear patterns and lots of photos, as well
as support material online.
Laine have a loyal fanbase for their knitting and
lifestyle magazine, including over 130k followers on
Instagram.
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Animal Art
101 Creative Activities
to Inspire and Guide
You
Lorna Scobie

In this new series Make Art with Lorna Scobie: Animals,
readers will gain expert instruction that still leaves plenty
of room for experimentation and fun.

Featuring 101 art activities that encourage engagement with the
natural world, Lorna shows you that creating art with animals as
subjects can be super enjoyable and need not be intimidating.
Her insightful prompts will see readers sketching with joy in this
accessible and helpful guide to creating everything from beloved
pets and wild animals to those plucked from readers'
imaginations!

Full of tips to help spark creative ideas, Make Art with Lorna
Scobie: Animals shows readers how everyone (not just artists)
can enjoy the playful pleasure of drawing all manner of
creatures and critters, no matter their skill level.

Lorna Scobie is an illustrator and designer, now based in south
London. Growing up surrounded by nature has heavily
influenced her illustrations and her work often revolves around
the natural world. Lorna draws every day, and always has a
sketchbook close to hand when she's out and about, just in
case.

From the best-selling author and illustrator of the 365
Days series
Explores the animal kingdom with everything from
beloved pets to creatures of the deep, and from birds
of paradise to creepy crawlies
Warm-up activities ease the reader into the fun,
creative process of each chapter

https://www.edelweiss.plus/#sku=1784884456
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Animals
101 Creative Prompts
to Help You Discover
the Artist Within
Lorna Scobie

In this new series Make Art with Lorna Scobie: Animals,
readers will gain expert instruction that still leaves plenty
of room for experimentation and fun.

Featuring 101 art activities that encourage engagement with the
natural world, Lorna shows you that creating art with animals as
subjects can be super enjoyable and need not be intimidating.
Her insightful prompts will see readers sketching with joy in this
accessible and helpful guide to creating everything from beloved
pets and wild animals to those plucked from readers'
imaginations!

Full of tips to help spark creative ideas, Make Art with Lorna
Scobie: Animals shows readers how everyone (not just artists)
can enjoy the playful pleasure of drawing all manner of
creatures and critters, no matter their skill level.

Lorna Scobie is an illustrator and designer, now based in south
London. Growing up surrounded by nature has heavily
influenced her illustrations and her work often revolves around
the natural world. Lorna draws every day, and always has a
sketchbook close to hand when she's out and about, just in
case.

From the best-selling author and illustrator of the 365
Days series
Explores the animal kingdom with everything from
beloved pets to creatures of the deep, and from birds
of paradise to creepy crawlies
Warm-up activities ease the reader into the fun,
creative process of each chapter
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Drawing People
100 Prompts, Projects
and Playful Exercises
Viktorija Semjonova

Drawing People focuses on perfecting how to draw faces,
characters, and people on the move.

This interactive journal features a mix of 100 prompts, playful
activities, and step-by-step projects on the theme of people to
help you explore your creativity. Whether you’re new to drawing
and want to learn how to sketch, or you’re an experienced artist
in search of inspiration, Drawing People will (re)ignite your love
of art.

Viktorija’s easy techniques and helpful hints will show you how
to hone your people drawing skills, add color to your sketches,
and develop your own personal style.

Drawing People is the springboard to unleashing your creativity
and building a unique collection of artwork.

Viktorija Semjonova is an illustrator and the author of The Art
of Gouache. Born in Latvia and now living in Norway, Viktorija is
classically trained in drawing and painting and her practice
involves commercial illustration, social media campaigns, live
drawing, and teaching workshops.

The Art of Gouache has sold 1,784 copies to date with
top customers being Gardners, Amazon and the Tate
Modern
The journal will be a well-designed, small package,
perfect for carrying around with you when inspiration
strikes

https://www.edelweiss.plus/#sku=1784886416
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Drawing People
100 Prompts, Projects
and Playful Exercises
Viktorija Semjonova

Drawing People focuses on perfecting how to draw faces,
characters, and people on the move.

This interactive journal features a mix of 100 prompts, playful
activities, and step-by-step projects on the theme of people to
help you explore your creativity. Whether you’re new to drawing
and want to learn how to sketch, or you’re an experienced artist
in search of inspiration, Drawing People will (re)ignite your love
of art.

Viktorija’s easy techniques and helpful hints will show you how
to hone your people drawing skills, add color to your sketches,
and develop your own personal style.

Drawing People is the springboard to unleashing your creativity
and building a unique collection of artwork.

Viktorija Semjonova is an illustrator and the author of The Art
of Gouache. Born in Latvia and now living in Norway, Viktorija is
classically trained in drawing and painting and her practice
involves commercial illustration, social media campaigns, live
drawing, and teaching workshops.

The Art of Gouache has sold 1,784 copies to date with
top customers being Gardners, Amazon and the Tate
Modern
The journal will be a well-designed, small package,
perfect for carrying around with you when inspiration
strikes
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Knits for Dogs
Sweaters, Toys and
Blankets for Your Furry
Friend
Stina Tiselius

Keep your canine cosy, comfy, and—most importantly—
cute with Knits for Dogs.

Created to suit your dog’s individual needs, the 16 knitted
patterns—including jumpers, neckerchiefs, and snoods—can be
sized up or down to suit a range of small to medium sized
breeds. And for those pooches who like to play, there are also
chew toys and balls to sink their teeth into.

The designs are all super easy to make with very little material
needed; there is a knitting school at the back of the book so you
can get to grip with the stitches and care and washing tips are
included.

With the help of Knits for Dogs, your furry friend will be the most
fashionable in town.

Stina Tiselius has knitted since she was young and now runs
the company StinaMaria, where she sells patterns, yarn, and
crafts online and in her shop in Billdal, Sweden. Stina is also a
photographer and graphic designer; her previous books include
Knitted Potholders, Knit for Yourself, Simple Knitting for Children,
and Knitted Accessories.

H&M launched a new knitwear line for dogs in
January 2022. And many other affordable outlets
have followed suit
Retail analysts say so called "anthropomorphism
trends" are on the increase, driving a raft of product
launches in canine clothing

https://www.edelweiss.plus/#sku=1784886238
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Knits for Dogs
Sweaters, Toys and
Blankets for Your Furry
Friend
Stina Tiselius

Keep your canine cosy, comfy, and—most importantly—
cute with Knits for Dogs.

Created to suit your dog’s individual needs, the 16 knitted
patterns—including jumpers, neckerchiefs, and snoods—can be
sized up or down to suit a range of small to medium sized
breeds. And for those pooches who like to play, there are also
chew toys and balls to sink their teeth into.

The designs are all super easy to make with very little material
needed; there is a knitting school at the back of the book so you
can get to grip with the stitches and care and washing tips are
included.

With the help of Knits for Dogs, your furry friend will be the most
fashionable in town.

Stina Tiselius has knitted since she was young and now runs
the company StinaMaria, where she sells patterns, yarn, and
crafts online and in her shop in Billdal, Sweden. Stina is also a
photographer and graphic designer; her previous books include
Knitted Potholders, Knit for Yourself, Simple Knitting for Children,
and Knitted Accessories.

H&M launched a new knitwear line for dogs in
January 2022. And many other affordable outlets
have followed suit
Retail analysts say so called "anthropomorphism
trends" are on the increase, driving a raft of product
launches in canine clothing

https://www.edelweiss.plus/#sku=1784886238
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Grace Kelly
The Illustrated World of
a Fashion Icon
Megan Hess

Grace Kelly: The Illustrated World of a Fashion Icon is a
stunning illustrated biography of style and screen legend
Grace Kelly, from internationally renowned fashion
illustrator Megan Hess.
 
Oscar-winning actress, muse to one of the greatest directors of
all time, global fashion icon and European princess—Grace Kelly
was a truly remarkable figure. She was the darling of costume
designers and fashion houses everywhere and beloved by fans
across the globe, but at the height of her Hollywood fame, 'the
girl in the white gloves' gave it all away to follow her heart
across the sea. In a lavish ceremony that captivated the world,
she married Prince Rainier III and became Princess Grace of
Monaco.
 
Elegantly enclosed by a hardback cover and ribbon, Grace Kelly
is a celebration of a cultural icon who turned heads and won
hearts wherever she went.

Megan Hess is an internationally acclaimed fashion illustrator.
Her prestigious clients include Vogue, Vanity Fair, Harper’s
Bazaar, The New York Times, Chanel, Dior, Cartier, Prada, Fendi,
Louis Vuitton and Tiffany & Co. Her bestselling fashion books
and beloved Claris series for children have sold over 1.5 million
copies worldwide.

Megan Hess' new fashion biographies turn to focus
on the women who brought the clothes to life
beginning with her most recent, Audrey Hepburn.
Internationally, Megan has sold over
1.5 million books across ten languages.

https://www.edelweiss.plus/#sku=1743798415
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Pocket Coco
Chanel Wisdom
(Enlarged Edition)
Witty Quotes and Wise
Words From a Fashion
Icon
Hardie Grant Books

Coco Chanel was one of the most renowned designers of
her time, creating timeless pieces such as the little black
dress, chic quilted handbags and, of course, fragrances like
Chanel No.5. Known for her strong beliefs and fearless
attitude, this revised format edition of Pocket Coco Chanel
showcases some of the icon’s best quotes.

‘A woman should be two things: who and what she wants’

‘You live but once; you might as well be amusing.’

‘Fashion is not something that exists in dresses only. Fashion is
in the sky, in the street, fashion has to do with ideas, the way we
live, what is happening.’

Inspirational, stylish and fun, this collection of quotes is the
perfect gift for the fashionista in your life.

Conceived and edited by Hardie Grant Books.

The latest format of the international bestseller
Perfect, budget-friendly gift for fashion lovers 

https://www.edelweiss.plus/#sku=1784887374
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The Poetry of
Spaces
A Guide to Creating
Meaningful Interiors
Sarah Andrews

The Poetry of Spaces is a stunning exploration of the core
principles of aesthete stylist Sarah Andrews' work.

Beginning with the five foundational themes of: light, life,
instrument, material, and sense, Sarah explores the inspiration
behind these lessons before sharing some impeccable examples
of their use in homes across the world. The following 'Places'
and 'Rooms' chapters offer a chance for a deeper dive in the
styling choices at some truly remarkable homes.

Sarah's creative eye and relatable writing style will inspire
readers to look afresh at their homes and reach for new style
heights.

Sarah Andrews is the author of Principles of Style and the
founder of a highly successful series of masterclasses on design.
She studied spatial sciences and worked in that field before
going back to university to study something she was passionate
about—design. Since renovating Captains Rest—an
unpretentious property on the west coast of Tasmania—she has
styled and decorated a number of other houses and businesses
for clients, and built up a strong presence as an educator with
her face-to-face and online masterclass series.

An exploration of Sarah Andrews' work
Features chapters on the foundations (light, life,
instrument, material, and sense), and deeper dives
into each room's style
Written in a very relatable and inspiring writing style

https://www.edelweiss.plus/#sku=1784886580
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The New Naturals
Inspired Interiors for
Sustainable Living
Jennifer Haslam

The New Naturals celebrates 18 global homes that put well-
being and environment first, incorporating eco elements
and sympathetic natural materials that provide a
nourishing connection to nature.

The properties showcased include: renovated Victorian homes
in leafy Highgate; Italian summer houses; New York retreats,
and Australian new builds. Their owners and designers are the
likes of Louisa Grey (House of Grey), Jonathan Tuckey, Jack
Harries of Earthrise Studios, Sebastian Cox, and many more.

These contributors are pioneers of slow living and sustainable
choices, whether it’s a lick of paint, an upcycle of existing pieces,
the use of sustainable materials, or modern techniques that sit
comfortably behind the scenes. All combine to create a book
showing us how we must exist, now and in the future.

Jennifer Haslam is one of the leading interior stylists in the UK,
with over 15 years' styling and writing experience, working for
magazines such as Living etc, Homes & Gardens, Domino, Red, and
The Saturday Telegraph. Referred to as one of the most
influential stylists recently in The Sunday Times, she has styled
for a vast array of interior and design clients.

A real range of aesthetically pleasing homes showing
there's no single way to embrace eco-design
A global approach to sustainability showing how
people are building and adapting to our changing
climate across the world
Beautiful ways to make our homes more energy
efficient is incredibly timely

https://www.edelweiss.plus/#sku=1784886572
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comfortably behind the scenes. All combine to create a book
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Chateau
Reawakening
One Couple’s Wild And
Wonderful Journey To
Restore A Crumbling
French Masterpiece
Tim Holding

Chateau Reawakening is an architectural adventure and
compelling diary that captures the highs and lows of
restoring an 18th century chateau in regional France.
 
Former Australian politician Tim Holding and his fiancée Felicity
Selkirk admit their decision to purchase the 105-room Chateau
de Purnon near the French town of Verrue (French for 'wart')
might be considered a fool’s errand. Built in 1771 but in a state
of ruin after years of neglect, they signed up for a vast financial
commitment, years of physical labor and ongoing run-ins with
French bureaucracy as they work to restore Purnon to its
former glory.
 
Featuring breathtaking photography by Laura Edwards, it’s both
a compelling read and visually arresting tribute to a truly unique
restoration. Chateau Reawakening is about daring to dream on
the grandest possible scale.
 
Tim Holding is a former Victorian state MP who gave up years
of factional politics to move to France with his fiancée Felicity
Selkirk. Their decision to purchase an 18th century chateau in
2020 was unexpected and set them on a complicated and
ongoing restoration process. He posts regular updates about
the Purnon’s refurbishment on Instagram, @chateaudepurnon.

Compelling writing and beautiful photography make
this a stunning hardback coffee table book with
substance.
Unique and inspiring story of one couple restoring a
ruined 105-room chateau in rural France.

https://www.edelweiss.plus/#sku=1743798865
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The Motherhood
Space
Truth and stories to
support you through
motherhood
Gabrielle Nancarrow

The Motherhood Space is your companion through
motherhood, offering advice, imparting wisdom, and
sharing intimate stories to help you feel seen through the
intense highs and lows of this season of your life.

In this beautiful book, doula and mother of three Gabrielle
Nancarrow shares her own motherhood journey alongside
interviews, research, and personal reflections from mothers
around the world, who graciously share deeply honest and
tender stories about the times that made them laugh, cry and
fall to their knees.
 
The Motherhood Space is a book that you will refer to time and
time again as you pass through each phase in your parenting
journey and look for guidance. Whether you are experiencing
identity and relationship shifts, isolation, sleep deprivation,
breastfeeding challenges or planning your return to work, the
stories within this book will walk with you through each
milestone and show that you are not alone.

Gabrielle Nancarrow is a mother of three, a doula, and author
of The Birth Space, and the founder of Gather, a space for
women.

Gabrielle offers personal advice and shares intimate
stories from more than fifty women.
Chapters represent the seasons of motherhood –
CULTIVATING (an idea, a dream, a baby), TENDING
(healing and the early days, GROWING (as mothers,
alongside our children) & HONORING (understanding
and honoring where we find ourselves in a cultural
and personal context).
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AstroCrystals
Harness the Power of
the Zodiac and the
Stones to Manifest the
Life You Want
Stella Andromeda

With AstroCrystals learn how to harness the power of
crystals to manifest your greatest potential and desires.

Stella Andromeda’s latest book, AstroCrystals, joins the dots
between astrology and crystal energy, and while each zodiac
sign is affiliated to a specific gemstone that enhances their focus
and power, everyone can benefit from the unique properties of
crystals.

Each beautiful crystal featured in this book has its own
vibrational energy, helping to balance, stimulate, or clarify our
own, enabling us to focus and manifest positive change in our
lives. Whether we want to affect change in our personal
circumstances, improve our health, job prospects, finances, or
attract a soulmate, when we know how to use them the crystals
have the power to help manifest our greatest potential and
desires.

Stella Andromeda has been studying esoteric practices for over
30 years, including the use of crystals in everyday life. She is the
author of the bestselling Seeing Stars series.

An extension of the Seeing Stars astrological series
Crystals are a powerful tool that have struck a chord
with Millennials and Gen Z to become a feature of
our collective consciousness. Almost everyone has
some form of crystal on their shelf, in their bag, or on
their person

https://www.edelweiss.plus/#sku=1784886378
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Wise Cat Tarot
Using the Wisdom of
the Cat to Enhance Your
Tarot Reading
Stella Andromeda

Wise Cat Tarot is a 78-card deck and guide that taps into
formidable feline energy to enhance the wisdom and
insights of the major and minor arcana.

This tarot captures the colorful energy of the feline personality,
shedding light on life’s questions and challenges through its
interpretations and insights, with each card in this charming
deck illustrated in Stella Andromeda’s signature style. 

Fun to use while providing access to the ancient practice of the
tarot, Wise Cat Tarot offers insights into the past, present, and
future by harnessing the power of the cards plus the wisdom of
our furry, feline friends.

Stella Andromeda is the bestselling author of the Seeing
Stars series of 12 astrological titles, but she has also been a
practising tarot reader for many years.

For centuries, the tarot has captivated divination
seekers, and their popularity continues today. But
tarot decks also appeal to people other than the
modern mystic. Some card packs are selling for mad
money. They are collector’s items
The wonderful illustrations will appeal to cat- and
animal-lovers, as well as tarot enthusiasts and
collectors

https://www.edelweiss.plus/#sku=1784886149
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modern mystic. Some card packs are selling for mad
money. They are collector’s items
The wonderful illustrations will appeal to cat- and
animal-lovers, as well as tarot enthusiasts and
collectors

https://www.edelweiss.plus/#sku=1784886149
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$22.99 | Hardcover
144 Pages | 5½ x 6¾ in
Full-color Illustrations

Creativity
Your Daily Gift
Meredith Gaston
Masnata

Creativity in Daily Life is your guide to exploring your own
creativity and communing with the beauty and inspiration
dwelling in your everyday life and world.

There is so much we miss as we move quickly and busily about,
without paying attention to our surroundings. Meredith Gaston
Masnata invites you to arouse your curiosity, deepen your
attention and turn creativity into an everyday and exciting way
of engaging and living in our rich and colorful world. Start to
develop and experience your innate creativity. Experience your
life as a work of art, magical and worthy of your attention.

Meredith Gaston Masnata is an internationally acclaimed
Australian artist, best-selling author and passionate wellness
advocate. Meredith’s playfully sophisticated signature style and
inspirational words bring comfort and joy to many. Her lovingly
illustrated books are translated into foreign languages, and her
original artworks and limited edition prints collected worldwide. 

A beautiful gift to encourage creativity into your life.
Delightfully illustrated with unique illustrations from
Meredith Gaston Masnata.
Highly topical subject that is popular with all ages.
Beautiful keepsake with stunning tactile finishes and
foil.

https://www.edelweiss.plus/#sku=1743799152
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Creativity
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Creativity in Daily Life is your guide to exploring your own
creativity and communing with the beauty and inspiration
dwelling in your everyday life and world.

There is so much we miss as we move quickly and busily about,
without paying attention to our surroundings. Meredith Gaston
Masnata invites you to arouse your curiosity, deepen your
attention and turn creativity into an everyday and exciting way
of engaging and living in our rich and colorful world. Start to
develop and experience your innate creativity. Experience your
life as a work of art, magical and worthy of your attention.

Meredith Gaston Masnata is an internationally acclaimed
Australian artist, best-selling author and passionate wellness
advocate. Meredith’s playfully sophisticated signature style and
inspirational words bring comfort and joy to many. Her lovingly
illustrated books are translated into foreign languages, and her
original artworks and limited edition prints collected worldwide. 

A beautiful gift to encourage creativity into your life.
Delightfully illustrated with unique illustrations from
Meredith Gaston Masnata.
Highly topical subject that is popular with all ages.
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The Art of Giving Note Card Set
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$17.99 | Cards

View on Edelweiss
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DES007040
$22.99 | Cards
16 Pages | 4¾ x 6½ in
Full-color Illustrations

Share Your Love
Note Cards
16 Beautifully
Illustrated Blank Note
Cards
Meredith Gaston
Masnata

Presented in a beautiful gift box, Share Your Love Note Cards
includes 16 blank cards and envelopes featuring Meredith
Gaston Masnata’s enchanting illustrations that celebrate
love.

Reflecting on the loving message in the bestselling book,
Choosing Love, this gift card set is the perfect gift or self-
purchase for anyone looking to send a thoughtful message of
love, joy, encouragement and gratitude.

Meredith Gaston Masnata is an internationally acclaimed best-
selling author, artist and passionate wellness advocate who
continues to grow her prolific and diverse creative
practice. Continuing her education as an Integrative Health
Coach, Meredith frequently features in the media and public
sphere discussing wellbeing and creativity in daily life. Her
lovingly illustrated books are translated into various languages,
her artworks collected worldwide. 

These love themed blank cards are perfect for
Valentines Day or just a special message to those you
care about
16 beautifully designed cards and 16 envelopes
Box Dimensions: 6.6 x 5.0 x 1.4 inches
Card & envelope trim 5.9 x 4.4 in (150mm x 110mm)
Paper band cards & envelopes bound with a 29mm
wide strip of plain white paper then placed in box
A set to keep on hand for that perfect card to show
you care
Matches the format of her previous card deck, The Art
of Giving Note Cards.

https://www.edelweiss.plus/#sku=1743799373
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Share Your Love
Note Cards
16 Beautifully
Illustrated Blank Note
Cards
Meredith Gaston
Masnata

Presented in a beautiful gift box, Share Your Love Note Cards
includes 16 blank cards and envelopes featuring Meredith
Gaston Masnata’s enchanting illustrations that celebrate
love.

Reflecting on the loving message in the bestselling book,
Choosing Love, this gift card set is the perfect gift or self-
purchase for anyone looking to send a thoughtful message of
love, joy, encouragement and gratitude.

Meredith Gaston Masnata is an internationally acclaimed best-
selling author, artist and passionate wellness advocate who
continues to grow her prolific and diverse creative
practice. Continuing her education as an Integrative Health
Coach, Meredith frequently features in the media and public
sphere discussing wellbeing and creativity in daily life. Her
lovingly illustrated books are translated into various languages,
her artworks collected worldwide. 

These love themed blank cards are perfect for
Valentines Day or just a special message to those you
care about
16 beautifully designed cards and 16 envelopes
Box Dimensions: 6.6 x 5.0 x 1.4 inches
Card & envelope trim 5.9 x 4.4 in (150mm x 110mm)
Paper band cards & envelopes bound with a 29mm
wide strip of plain white paper then placed in box
A set to keep on hand for that perfect card to show
you care
Matches the format of her previous card deck, The Art
of Giving Note Cards.
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The Blissful Breath
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$22.99 | Hardcover

View on Edelweiss
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SEL031000
$20.99 | Hardcover
144 Pages | 5¼ x 7¼ in
Full-color Illustrations

The Power of Cold
How to Embrace the
Cold and Transform
Your Life
Níall Ó Murchú

The Power of Cold explores how we can learn to use the cold
to release tension and anxiety, to deal with all types of
pressure, including stress, grief, and fear, and to make us
whole again.

Níall Ó Murchú shares insightful stories from his practise as a
Grade 3 Wim Hof instructor to demonstrate how bringing
intention to our thoughts and breath during cold water
exposure can be transformative. Starting with small alterations
to our daily routine such as turning our showers to cold at the
end, or spending more time barefoot, Níall shows that with the
right intention these practices can be life changing.

The cold is for everyone. With The Power of Cold, learn how to
use it as a real force of good in our lives.

Níall Ó Murchú is the author of The Blissful Breath. A Wellness
expert with over 20 years’ experience, Níall hosts events,
teaches weekly classes and in-depth workshops on everything
from breathwork to cacao ceremonies, and cold-water therapy.

Cold water training (ice baths, cold showers, and sea
swimming) is extremely popular
Wild and sea swimming continues to have its
moment, but what about those people who don’t
have access to bodies of water? This book is super
inclusive and aims to help anyone who wants to
improve their overall wellbeing with simple cold
exposure exercises
The mental health crisis isn’t going anywhere. And
support for the idea of “blue” or “green” prescriptions
for individuals is growing

https://www.edelweiss.plus/#sku=1784886351
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The Power of Cold
How to Embrace the
Cold and Transform
Your Life
Níall Ó Murchú

The Power of Cold explores how we can learn to use the cold
to release tension and anxiety, to deal with all types of
pressure, including stress, grief, and fear, and to make us
whole again.

Níall Ó Murchú shares insightful stories from his practise as a
Grade 3 Wim Hof instructor to demonstrate how bringing
intention to our thoughts and breath during cold water
exposure can be transformative. Starting with small alterations
to our daily routine such as turning our showers to cold at the
end, or spending more time barefoot, Níall shows that with the
right intention these practices can be life changing.

The cold is for everyone. With The Power of Cold, learn how to
use it as a real force of good in our lives.

Níall Ó Murchú is the author of The Blissful Breath. A Wellness
expert with over 20 years’ experience, Níall hosts events,
teaches weekly classes and in-depth workshops on everything
from breathwork to cacao ceremonies, and cold-water therapy.

Cold water training (ice baths, cold showers, and sea
swimming) is extremely popular
Wild and sea swimming continues to have its
moment, but what about those people who don’t
have access to bodies of water? This book is super
inclusive and aims to help anyone who wants to
improve their overall wellbeing with simple cold
exposure exercises
The mental health crisis isn’t going anywhere. And
support for the idea of “blue” or “green” prescriptions
for individuals is growing
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$20.99 | Hardcover
176 Pages | 5¾ x 8½ in
Text-only

The Queen's
Speeches
Poignant and
Inspirational Speeches
from Queen Elizabeth
II’s 70-Year Reign
Lucy York

The speeches of Queen Elizabeth II hold a special place in
many people's hearts across the world.

During her 70-year reign she delivered many poignant, touching
and inspirational speeches, always with a warmth and sincerity,
many of which have been collected in this volume. From the
sentiments of her Christmas Day address, which will have been
a firm fixture in many households during the festive period, to
the reassuring words of her speech during the uncertainty of
the Covid pandemic, The Queen's Speeches features some
incredibly powerful and quietly contemplative words from a
much-loved monarch.

The book is peppered throughout with quotes from notable
figures and world leaders that reflect the enormous impact that
the Queen's words, ethos, and faith had on them. Her ability to
connect with people across continents and cultures is reflected
in this wonderful and beautiful collection of her speeches.

Lucy York is an editor and writer based in Brighton, UK.

A timely celebration of the Queen's speeches
delivered throughout her lifetime as monarch
Will appeal to both fans of history and the royal
family
Beautiful gift book that would be a good stocking
filler

https://www.edelweiss.plus/#sku=1784886718
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from Queen Elizabeth
II’s 70-Year Reign
Lucy York

The speeches of Queen Elizabeth II hold a special place in
many people's hearts across the world.

During her 70-year reign she delivered many poignant, touching
and inspirational speeches, always with a warmth and sincerity,
many of which have been collected in this volume. From the
sentiments of her Christmas Day address, which will have been
a firm fixture in many households during the festive period, to
the reassuring words of her speech during the uncertainty of
the Covid pandemic, The Queen's Speeches features some
incredibly powerful and quietly contemplative words from a
much-loved monarch.

The book is peppered throughout with quotes from notable
figures and world leaders that reflect the enormous impact that
the Queen's words, ethos, and faith had on them. Her ability to
connect with people across continents and cultures is reflected
in this wonderful and beautiful collection of her speeches.

Lucy York is an editor and writer based in Brighton, UK.

A timely celebration of the Queen's speeches
delivered throughout her lifetime as monarch
Will appeal to both fans of history and the royal
family
Beautiful gift book that would be a good stocking
filler
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Sex Talk
A Feminist Discussion
of Sexual
Empowerment
Olympe de Gê and
Stéphanie Estournet

Sex Talk shows how opening up discussions on bodies,
sexuality and pleasure can lead to much, much better sex
and self-esteem.

The book takes the reader on a journey of self discovery
through nine chapters, discussing everything from self-
stimulation, sexual orientation, communicating wants and
desires, staying safe online when sexting, exploring erotica and
porn, and creating private content.

A straight-talking manifesto for sex positivity that every womxn
should read; it’s accessible, and most importantly, focuses on
what we should be asking ourselves, as opposed to reinforcing
the damaging, age-old stereotypes and constructs surrounding
sex that detract from personal pleasure.

Olympe de G. is a feminist pornographer, hailing from Paris.
With several films to her name, she is also the creator
of VOXXX and COXXX, sex positive podcasts.

Stéphanie Estournet is a journalist and author based in Paris.
She co-authored Pleasure is a Contact Sport (Larousse, 2021) with
Olympe de G, and is the founder of the podcast Ctrlxfr.

Set in a conversational tone that feels accessible and
applicable to readers' everyday lives
Interviews with prominent voices in the field, such as
Buck Angel and Paul Preciado

https://www.edelweiss.plus/#sku=1784884421
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A Feminist Discussion
of Sexual
Empowerment
Olympe de Gê and
Stéphanie Estournet

Sex Talk shows how opening up discussions on bodies,
sexuality and pleasure can lead to much, much better sex
and self-esteem.

The book takes the reader on a journey of self discovery
through nine chapters, discussing everything from self-
stimulation, sexual orientation, communicating wants and
desires, staying safe online when sexting, exploring erotica and
porn, and creating private content.

A straight-talking manifesto for sex positivity that every womxn
should read; it’s accessible, and most importantly, focuses on
what we should be asking ourselves, as opposed to reinforcing
the damaging, age-old stereotypes and constructs surrounding
sex that detract from personal pleasure.

Olympe de G. is a feminist pornographer, hailing from Paris.
With several films to her name, she is also the creator
of VOXXX and COXXX, sex positive podcasts.

Stéphanie Estournet is a journalist and author based in Paris.
She co-authored Pleasure is a Contact Sport (Larousse, 2021) with
Olympe de G, and is the founder of the podcast Ctrlxfr.

Set in a conversational tone that feels accessible and
applicable to readers' everyday lives
Interviews with prominent voices in the field, such as
Buck Angel and Paul Preciado
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Sex Tips for
Creative Lovers
Pleasure for Everybody
Jüne Plã

Do you feel like you're missing out on your sexuality? Has
the time spent with your lover(s) become a bit predictable
and boring? Are you tired of the same old storylines about
sex—foreplay, penetrate, ejaculate, repeat?

In Sex Tips for Creative Lovers, Jüne Plã teaches you how to let go
of your hang-ups and explore your sexuality at your own pace.
You will learn everything there is to know about sex outside of
the "penetration" box, regardless of your gender or sexual
orientation. With maps of pleasure zones as well as an inventory
of moves, it is full of tips and tricks on how to pleasure yourself
and your partner, resulting in explosive new experiences.

Whether you’re a virgin or sex expert, Sex Tips for Creative
Lovers is perfect for anyone wanting to reinvigorate their sex life.

Jüne Plã has always been fascinated by sex, which led her to
start her instagram account @jouissance.club, which has over
980k followers, and launch the @blissclub__. Jüne promotes
pleasure as accessible to everyone, regardless of the gender
that defines us or our sexual orientation.

Previously published as Bliss Club
An unprecedented craze around pleasure through
the prism of feminism on social networks and in the
press
Corrosive humor, a multitude of erogenous zones
Many explicit yet elegant diagrams

https://www.edelweiss.plus/#sku=1784886343
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Do you feel like you're missing out on your sexuality? Has
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and boring? Are you tired of the same old storylines about
sex—foreplay, penetrate, ejaculate, repeat?

In Sex Tips for Creative Lovers, Jüne Plã teaches you how to let go
of your hang-ups and explore your sexuality at your own pace.
You will learn everything there is to know about sex outside of
the "penetration" box, regardless of your gender or sexual
orientation. With maps of pleasure zones as well as an inventory
of moves, it is full of tips and tricks on how to pleasure yourself
and your partner, resulting in explosive new experiences.

Whether you’re a virgin or sex expert, Sex Tips for Creative
Lovers is perfect for anyone wanting to reinvigorate their sex life.

Jüne Plã has always been fascinated by sex, which led her to
start her instagram account @jouissance.club, which has over
980k followers, and launch the @blissclub__. Jüne promotes
pleasure as accessible to everyone, regardless of the gender
that defines us or our sexual orientation.

Previously published as Bliss Club
An unprecedented craze around pleasure through
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I AM GRATEFUL
Hardie Grant Books

Power Positivity: I AM GRATEFUL reminds you of everything
good in your life, that you are truly blessed and that you
can use this knowledge to get through anything.

Full of empowering quotes, thoughts, kind words, and little pick-
me-ups, this book can do wonders to lift your mood, raise your
confidence, control negative feelings, and improve your self-
esteem.

Featuring wise words from some of our favorite celebrities, this
pocket-sized book is guaranteed to brighten your day, remind
you that life is good, and that you've most definitely got this.

Conceived and edited by Hardie Grant Books.

Powerful and positive affirmations in a pretty, pocket-
sized package
Perfect for carrying around with you and dipping into
any time you need a pep talk or pick-me-up
A great "just-because" gift as well as the perfect
stocking filler for Christmas

https://www.edelweiss.plus/#sku=1784886068
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I AM GRATEFUL
Hardie Grant Books

Power Positivity: I AM GRATEFUL reminds you of everything
good in your life, that you are truly blessed and that you
can use this knowledge to get through anything.

Full of empowering quotes, thoughts, kind words, and little pick-
me-ups, this book can do wonders to lift your mood, raise your
confidence, control negative feelings, and improve your self-
esteem.

Featuring wise words from some of our favorite celebrities, this
pocket-sized book is guaranteed to brighten your day, remind
you that life is good, and that you've most definitely got this.

Conceived and edited by Hardie Grant Books.

Powerful and positive affirmations in a pretty, pocket-
sized package
Perfect for carrying around with you and dipping into
any time you need a pep talk or pick-me-up
A great "just-because" gift as well as the perfect
stocking filler for Christmas
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I AM
UNSTOPPABLE
Hardie Grant Books

Power Positivity: I AM UNSTOPPABLE helps you find the
confidence to be yourself, and reminds you that you can get
through anything with empowering quotes, thoughts, kind
words, and little pick-me-ups when you need them most.

The right words at the right time can do wonders to lift your
mood, raise your confidence, control negative feelings, and
improve your self-esteem.

Featuring wise words from some of our favorite celebrities, this
pocket-sized book is guaranteed to brighten your day, remind
you that life is good, and that you've most definitely got this.

Conceived and edited by Hardie Grant Books.

Powerful and positive affirmations in a pretty, pocket-
sized package
Perfect for carrying around with you and dipping into
any time you need a pep talk or pick-me-up
A great "just-because" gift as well as the perfect
stocking filler for Christmas

https://www.edelweiss.plus/#sku=1784886432
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I AM
UNSTOPPABLE
Hardie Grant Books

Power Positivity: I AM UNSTOPPABLE helps you find the
confidence to be yourself, and reminds you that you can get
through anything with empowering quotes, thoughts, kind
words, and little pick-me-ups when you need them most.

The right words at the right time can do wonders to lift your
mood, raise your confidence, control negative feelings, and
improve your self-esteem.

Featuring wise words from some of our favorite celebrities, this
pocket-sized book is guaranteed to brighten your day, remind
you that life is good, and that you've most definitely got this.

Conceived and edited by Hardie Grant Books.

Powerful and positive affirmations in a pretty, pocket-
sized package
Perfect for carrying around with you and dipping into
any time you need a pep talk or pick-me-up
A great "just-because" gift as well as the perfect
stocking filler for Christmas
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Full-color Photography

Ultimate Skiing &
Snowboarding
Flip Byrnes

Ultimate Skiing & Snowboarding is your inspirational and
practical guide to the top 50 ski destinations around the
world, with insider tips for even the most seasoned skier or
snowboarder.

From Europe and North America to Japan, Australia and
Aotearoa New Zealand, travel writer Flip Byrnes will show you
where to point your ski tips for your next snow adventure.
Chapters include information on the ultimate runs, family
resorts, and the best places to lose the crowds freeriding
(looking at you Colorado’s Silverton Mountain!) or to find the
crowds at après (follow the Swedes in Engelberg). There are trail
maps and photos, as well as advice from high-profile locals on
everything including the best runs in variable weather.

Flip Byrnes is a multi-award-winning journalist who’s slid on
every continent writing lines from Courchevel to Kashmir, Russia
to Romania, Quebec to Queenstown. A lifelong snow industry
career has included working as an instructor, ski journalist, in ski
area marketing departments, and being an expeditioner whose
lived in the French Alps, Colorado in the US and Australia's
Snowy Mountains.

It may come as a surprise that very few skiing
guidebooks have been published to date. Of those
that exist, most are predominantly photographic, or
are written by skiers who aren’t writers or journalists.
And none of the authors are women.
The third global guide in the Ultimate series for
travelers of all ages.

https://www.edelweiss.plus/#sku=1741178770
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Ultimate Skiing &
Snowboarding
Flip Byrnes

Ultimate Skiing & Snowboarding is your inspirational and
practical guide to the top 50 ski destinations around the
world, with insider tips for even the most seasoned skier or
snowboarder.

From Europe and North America to Japan, Australia and
Aotearoa New Zealand, travel writer Flip Byrnes will show you
where to point your ski tips for your next snow adventure.
Chapters include information on the ultimate runs, family
resorts, and the best places to lose the crowds freeriding
(looking at you Colorado’s Silverton Mountain!) or to find the
crowds at après (follow the Swedes in Engelberg). There are trail
maps and photos, as well as advice from high-profile locals on
everything including the best runs in variable weather.

Flip Byrnes is a multi-award-winning journalist who’s slid on
every continent writing lines from Courchevel to Kashmir, Russia
to Romania, Quebec to Queenstown. A lifelong snow industry
career has included working as an instructor, ski journalist, in ski
area marketing departments, and being an expeditioner whose
lived in the French Alps, Colorado in the US and Australia's
Snowy Mountains.

It may come as a surprise that very few skiing
guidebooks have been published to date. Of those
that exist, most are predominantly photographic, or
are written by skiers who aren’t writers or journalists.
And none of the authors are women.
The third global guide in the Ultimate series for
travelers of all ages.
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Birds with
Personality
A Guide to 50 of the
World's Most Beguiling
Birds
Georgia Angus

Birds with Personality is a fun gift book that introduces you
to some of the most charismatic bird species on the planet.

Across Earth’s diverse ecosystems—from the deserts of Mexico
to the rainforest-blanketed mountains of Papua New Guinea—
birds have found remarkable ways to survive against vast odds.
Featuring author Georgia Angus' stunning, life-like illustrations,
this book will introduce you to 50 such species, with information
on each bird's size, diet, migration patterns, behaviors and
conservation concerns, plus distribution maps.

From dancing birds of paradise, to fruit-loving Dracula parrots,
this book will whisk you away to visit distant lands where you
can appreciate these birds for their beauty and brilliance.   

Georgia Angus is an author, artist, and nature nerd who lives in
south-east Australia. Her time is spent between studying
environmental science, writing, and bushwalking. 

According to the app Birda, birdwatching has become
one of the fastest growing hobbies in North America
and is a strong magnet for ecotourism.
#birdtok has over 1.3 billion views associated with it,
with videos revealing curious behaviors and absurd
features to viewers around the globe.
Georgia’s accessible writing style perfectly balances
informational text with engaging personal
observations alongside intricate illustrations.

https://www.edelweiss.plus/#sku=1741178282
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World's Most Beguiling
Birds
Georgia Angus

Birds with Personality is a fun gift book that introduces you
to some of the most charismatic bird species on the planet.

Across Earth’s diverse ecosystems—from the deserts of Mexico
to the rainforest-blanketed mountains of Papua New Guinea—
birds have found remarkable ways to survive against vast odds.
Featuring author Georgia Angus' stunning, life-like illustrations,
this book will introduce you to 50 such species, with information
on each bird's size, diet, migration patterns, behaviors and
conservation concerns, plus distribution maps.

From dancing birds of paradise, to fruit-loving Dracula parrots,
this book will whisk you away to visit distant lands where you
can appreciate these birds for their beauty and brilliance.   

Georgia Angus is an author, artist, and nature nerd who lives in
south-east Australia. Her time is spent between studying
environmental science, writing, and bushwalking. 

According to the app Birda, birdwatching has become
one of the fastest growing hobbies in North America
and is a strong magnet for ecotourism.
#birdtok has over 1.3 billion views associated with it,
with videos revealing curious behaviors and absurd
features to viewers around the globe.
Georgia’s accessible writing style perfectly balances
informational text with engaging personal
observations alongside intricate illustrations.

https://www.edelweiss.plus/#sku=1741178282


View on Edelweiss

August 2023
9781741177169
TRV025050
$26.99 | Paperback
232 Pages | 5¾ x 9¼ in
Full-color Photography

Beyond the
Monuments in
Washington, DC
An Insider’s Guide to
the Best Places to Eat,
Drink, and Explore
Kate Armstrong

Beyond the Monuments in Washington DC is your guide to
some of the US capital’s cool spots that extend way beyond
power and politics.

George Washington laid out DC to form a diamond shape, and
today the city is home to several hip, new locales. There's H
Street Corridor, 14th Street and Union Market District, as well as
the historic hangouts of Georgetown and Dupont Circle. Travel
writer Kate Armstrong offers a local’s take on where to go for
great coffee, crafty cocktails, DC-centric shopping and
superlative sights (these include the freebie 'must dos' around
the Mall, such as the National Museum of the African American
History and Culture, and the Library of Congress). There are fun,
themed walking itineraries, plus three accessible daytrips to
Mount Vernon, Richmond, and Gettysburg.
 
An award-winning travel writer, Kate Armstrong has had her
travel articles published around the world. For the last eight
years she’s been based in and out of Washington, DC and has
thrived on the city’s cuisine scene and cultural renaissance.

According to The Washington Post, 19 million visitors
came to DC in 2021. Approximately 18.8 million were
domestic travelers.
Detailed reviews of selected shops, cafes, brunch
spots, restaurants, bars, museums, and open-air
spaces.
Sleek, contemporary design with beautiful images,
and a luxe leather-like cover make this book a
beautiful keepsake.

https://www.edelweiss.plus/#sku=1741177162
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Beyond the
Monuments in
Washington, DC
An Insider’s Guide to
the Best Places to Eat,
Drink, and Explore
Kate Armstrong

Beyond the Monuments in Washington DC is your guide to
some of the US capital’s cool spots that extend way beyond
power and politics.

George Washington laid out DC to form a diamond shape, and
today the city is home to several hip, new locales. There's H
Street Corridor, 14th Street and Union Market District, as well as
the historic hangouts of Georgetown and Dupont Circle. Travel
writer Kate Armstrong offers a local’s take on where to go for
great coffee, crafty cocktails, DC-centric shopping and
superlative sights (these include the freebie 'must dos' around
the Mall, such as the National Museum of the African American
History and Culture, and the Library of Congress). There are fun,
themed walking itineraries, plus three accessible daytrips to
Mount Vernon, Richmond, and Gettysburg.
 
An award-winning travel writer, Kate Armstrong has had her
travel articles published around the world. For the last eight
years she’s been based in and out of Washington, DC and has
thrived on the city’s cuisine scene and cultural renaissance.

According to The Washington Post, 19 million visitors
came to DC in 2021. Approximately 18.8 million were
domestic travelers.
Detailed reviews of selected shops, cafes, brunch
spots, restaurants, bars, museums, and open-air
spaces.
Sleek, contemporary design with beautiful images,
and a luxe leather-like cover make this book a
beautiful keepsake.

https://www.edelweiss.plus/#sku=1741177162






View on Edelweiss

October 2023
9781741176797
TRV003060
$17.99 | Paperback
208 Pages | 5¼ x 7¼ in
Full color throughout

Bali Pocket
Precincts
A Pocket Guide to the
Island's Best Cultural
Hangouts, Shops, Bars
and Eateries
Alison Pace

Bali Pocket Precincts is your curated guide to Bali’s best
cultural, shopping, spa, and dining experiences.

Bali is known for its tumbling rice paddies, beautiful culture and
world-class surf. But delve deeper and you’ll discover that every
area of the island has its own distinctive personality. Artistic
Ubud is home to centuries-old temples, yoga shalas galore and
some of the most inventive plant-based restaurants in the
world. On the south coast, Seminyak is all about designer
boutiques and vibey beach clubs with swim-up bars and sunset
soundtracks. Head north and volcano bagging, rice-terrace
trekking and exceptional scuba diving all become possibilities.
This guide also includes a selection of field trips that encourage
you to get off the beaten path and visit areas further afield
including North Bali and the neighboring island of Lombok.

Writer and content creator Alison Pace has lived, worked and
traveled extensively throughout Indonesia for the past 10 years.
From her base in Bali, she has written for many of Asia-Pacific’s
top lifestyle publications and brands. 

Features the author's favorite cultural, shopping,
eating and drinking places throughout Bali, with a
focus on budget-friendly options for backpackers.
Includes maps at the back and suggested 'field trips'
encouraging you to venture across the whole island.
With the opening of borders in March 2022, Bali very
quickly saw a 1000% increase in international visitors.

https://www.edelweiss.plus/#sku=1741176794
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Bali Pocket
Precincts
A Pocket Guide to the
Island's Best Cultural
Hangouts, Shops, Bars
and Eateries
Alison Pace

Bali Pocket Precincts is your curated guide to Bali’s best
cultural, shopping, spa, and dining experiences.

Bali is known for its tumbling rice paddies, beautiful culture and
world-class surf. But delve deeper and you’ll discover that every
area of the island has its own distinctive personality. Artistic
Ubud is home to centuries-old temples, yoga shalas galore and
some of the most inventive plant-based restaurants in the
world. On the south coast, Seminyak is all about designer
boutiques and vibey beach clubs with swim-up bars and sunset
soundtracks. Head north and volcano bagging, rice-terrace
trekking and exceptional scuba diving all become possibilities.
This guide also includes a selection of field trips that encourage
you to get off the beaten path and visit areas further afield
including North Bali and the neighboring island of Lombok.

Writer and content creator Alison Pace has lived, worked and
traveled extensively throughout Indonesia for the past 10 years.
From her base in Bali, she has written for many of Asia-Pacific’s
top lifestyle publications and brands. 

Features the author's favorite cultural, shopping,
eating and drinking places throughout Bali, with a
focus on budget-friendly options for backpackers.
Includes maps at the back and suggested 'field trips'
encouraging you to venture across the whole island.
With the opening of borders in March 2022, Bali very
quickly saw a 1000% increase in international visitors.

https://www.edelweiss.plus/#sku=1741176794




Children’s



Plume: Global Nibbler
9781741177671
$17.99 | Hardcover

Plume: Festival Seeker
9781741177909
$17.99 | Hardcover

View on Edelweiss

October 2023
9781741177923
JUV017010
$18.99 | Hardcover
40 Pages | 9¼ x 11¼ in
Full-color Illustrations

Plume: 
Christmas Elf
Tania McCartney

Plume: Christmas Elf is a sparkly picture book that
celebrates the joy and magic of Christmas around the world
—all wrapped up with a visit to Santa’s workshop in the
North Pole.
 
It’s Christmas in Antarctica and our favorite travelling penguin is
popping with festive excitement. There are gifts to wrap, cards
to write, fairy lights to untangle and gingerbread to bake. The
penguins are buying up big, decking their halls with the biggest
and best gifts of all. But things go awry when Ava the Albatross
arrives with terrible news. Santa’s workshop is in trouble and toy
production has stopped! With a little help from his penguin
friends, Plume is off to the North Pole. Can he help Santa and
make children's Christmas wishes come true?

Tania McCartney is a book creator. She has made well over 60
books for children and adults, and has illustrated, edited and
designed many of them too. Her works have both shortlisted
and won an array of awards. Tania spends her time writing,
drawing, and reading from her studio in Canberra, Australia.

Plume returns to many favorite and iconic
destinations to discover what Christmas traditions
mean to them!
The Plume series encourages children to be open to
new experiences and different cultures.

https://www.edelweiss.plus/#sku=1741177928
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Plume: 
Christmas Elf
Tania McCartney

Plume: Christmas Elf is a sparkly picture book that
celebrates the joy and magic of Christmas around the world
—all wrapped up with a visit to Santa’s workshop in the
North Pole.
 
It’s Christmas in Antarctica and our favorite travelling penguin is
popping with festive excitement. There are gifts to wrap, cards
to write, fairy lights to untangle and gingerbread to bake. The
penguins are buying up big, decking their halls with the biggest
and best gifts of all. But things go awry when Ava the Albatross
arrives with terrible news. Santa’s workshop is in trouble and toy
production has stopped! With a little help from his penguin
friends, Plume is off to the North Pole. Can he help Santa and
make children's Christmas wishes come true?

Tania McCartney is a book creator. She has made well over 60
books for children and adults, and has illustrated, edited and
designed many of them too. Her works have both shortlisted
and won an array of awards. Tania spends her time writing,
drawing, and reading from her studio in Canberra, Australia.

Plume returns to many favorite and iconic
destinations to discover what Christmas traditions
mean to them!
The Plume series encourages children to be open to
new experiences and different cultures.

https://www.edelweiss.plus/#sku=1741177928


Claris
9781760502591
$17.99 | Hardcover

Claris: Fashion Show Fiasco
9781760502874
$17.99 | Hardcover

View on Edelweiss

October 2023
9781761210884
JUV039060
$19.99 | Hardcover
48 Pages | 9¼ x 11¼ in
Full-color Illustrations

Claris: Pasta
Disaster
Claris: The Chicest
Mouse in Paris
Megan Hess

The seventh delightful rhyming tale about courage,
compassion and a stylish little mouse, from beloved
children’s author Megan Hess.

 

Ciao! Claris the mouse and her best friend Monsieur are in Italy!

But after a pasta disaster at their favourite bistro, Claris meets a
seamstress who needs her help. Can she make the perfect dress
in time for the Venice Film Festival and find Monsieur again?

With half a million books in print, Claris is a decidedly modern
character with classic appeal, whose adventures blend high
fashion, high stakes and heartfelt connections with new friends.

Megan Hess is an acclaimed art director and illustrator who
works with some of the most prestigious designers and luxury
brands around the world, including Chanel, Dior, Cartier, Prada,
Fendi, Louis Vuitton and Tiffany & Co. Her beloved Claris series
for children has grown to include the World of Claris picture
books.

One of the world's best known fashion illustrators,
Megan Hess is a genuine publishing phenomenon,
and her Claris books have sold over 500,000 copies
worldwide, in ten languages. Megan Hess has sold
over 1.5 million books across her publishing for
children and adults.
A beautiful gift, this handsome hardback features gilt-
edged pages and a foil finish alongside Megan's
stunning illustrations.

https://www.edelweiss.plus/#sku=1761210882
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Claris: Pasta
Disaster
Claris: The Chicest
Mouse in Paris
Megan Hess

The seventh delightful rhyming tale about courage,
compassion and a stylish little mouse, from beloved
children’s author Megan Hess.

 

Ciao! Claris the mouse and her best friend Monsieur are in Italy!

But after a pasta disaster at their favourite bistro, Claris meets a
seamstress who needs her help. Can she make the perfect dress
in time for the Venice Film Festival and find Monsieur again?

With half a million books in print, Claris is a decidedly modern
character with classic appeal, whose adventures blend high
fashion, high stakes and heartfelt connections with new friends.

Megan Hess is an acclaimed art director and illustrator who
works with some of the most prestigious designers and luxury
brands around the world, including Chanel, Dior, Cartier, Prada,
Fendi, Louis Vuitton and Tiffany & Co. Her beloved Claris series
for children has grown to include the World of Claris picture
books.

One of the world's best known fashion illustrators,
Megan Hess is a genuine publishing phenomenon,
and her Claris books have sold over 500,000 copies
worldwide, in ten languages. Megan Hess has sold
over 1.5 million books across her publishing for
children and adults.
A beautiful gift, this handsome hardback features gilt-
edged pages and a foil finish alongside Megan's
stunning illustrations.

https://www.edelweiss.plus/#sku=1761210882


View on Edelweiss

October 2023
9781761212536
JUV039200
$12.99 | Board Book
20 Pages | 7½ x 7½ in
Full-color Illustrations

Claris Says Merci
Megan Hess

Claris Says Merci is a gentle board book guide to learning
your manners, with a smattering of French vocab to
sweeten the experience.

Claris loves to be kind – and knows you do too! Practice your
manners and some stylish French words with the chicest mouse
in Paris.

Inspired by the best-selling Claris book series by internationally
acclaimed fashion illustrator, Megan Hess.

Megan Hess is an acclaimed art director and illustrator who
works with some of the most prestigious designers and luxury
brands around the world, including Chanel, Dior, Cartier, Prada,
Fendi, Louis Vuitton and Tiffany & Co. Her beloved Claris series
for children has grown to include the World of Claris picture
books.

One of the world's best known fashion illustrators,
Megan Hess is a genuine publishing phenomenon,
and her Claris books have sold over 500,000 copies
worldwide, in ten languages.
A beautiful gift, this glorious board book for pre-
school readers features a foil finish alongside
Megan's stunning illustrations.
The Claris series continues to grow with picture
books, activity books, board books and look-and-find
adventures available.
Megan Hess has sold over 1.5m copies of her books
worldwide!

https://www.edelweiss.plus/#sku=1761212532
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Claris Says Merci
Megan Hess

Claris Says Merci is a gentle board book guide to learning
your manners, with a smattering of French vocab to
sweeten the experience.

Claris loves to be kind – and knows you do too! Practice your
manners and some stylish French words with the chicest mouse
in Paris.

Inspired by the best-selling Claris book series by internationally
acclaimed fashion illustrator, Megan Hess.

Megan Hess is an acclaimed art director and illustrator who
works with some of the most prestigious designers and luxury
brands around the world, including Chanel, Dior, Cartier, Prada,
Fendi, Louis Vuitton and Tiffany & Co. Her beloved Claris series
for children has grown to include the World of Claris picture
books.

One of the world's best known fashion illustrators,
Megan Hess is a genuine publishing phenomenon,
and her Claris books have sold over 500,000 copies
worldwide, in ten languages.
A beautiful gift, this glorious board book for pre-
school readers features a foil finish alongside
Megan's stunning illustrations.
The Claris series continues to grow with picture
books, activity books, board books and look-and-find
adventures available.
Megan Hess has sold over 1.5m copies of her books
worldwide!

https://www.edelweiss.plus/#sku=1761212532


View on Edelweiss

October 2023
9781761212543
JUV009020
$12.99 | Board Book
20 Pages | 7½ x 7½ in
Full-color Illustrations

Claris Loves the
Rainbow
Megan Hess

Claris Loves the Rainbow is a celebration of the colors in the
world, from Claris's chic fashion to the gorgeous streets of
Paris.

From pink to green and everything in between! Join Claris, the
chicest mouse in Paris, as she celebrates the rainbow. 

Inspired by the best-selling Claris collection by internationally
acclaimed fashion illustrator, Megan Hess.

Megan Hess is an acclaimed art director and illustrator who
works with some of the most prestigious designers and luxury
brands around the world, including Chanel, Dior, Cartier, Prada,
Fendi, Louis Vuitton and Tiffany & Co. Her beloved Claris series
for children has grown to include the World of Claris picture
books.
 

One of the world's best known fashion illustrators,
Megan Hess is a genuine publishing phenomenon,
and her Claris books have sold over 500,000 copies
worldwide, in ten languages.
A beautiful gift, this glorious board book for pre-
school readers features a foil finish alongside
Megan's stunning illustrations.
The Claris series continues to grow with picture
books, activity books, board books and look-and-find
adventures available.
Megan Hess has sold over 1.5m copies of her books
worldwide!

https://www.edelweiss.plus/#sku=1761212540
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Claris Loves the
Rainbow
Megan Hess

Claris Loves the Rainbow is a celebration of the colors in the
world, from Claris's chic fashion to the gorgeous streets of
Paris.

From pink to green and everything in between! Join Claris, the
chicest mouse in Paris, as she celebrates the rainbow. 

Inspired by the best-selling Claris collection by internationally
acclaimed fashion illustrator, Megan Hess.

Megan Hess is an acclaimed art director and illustrator who
works with some of the most prestigious designers and luxury
brands around the world, including Chanel, Dior, Cartier, Prada,
Fendi, Louis Vuitton and Tiffany & Co. Her beloved Claris series
for children has grown to include the World of Claris picture
books.
 

One of the world's best known fashion illustrators,
Megan Hess is a genuine publishing phenomenon,
and her Claris books have sold over 500,000 copies
worldwide, in ten languages.
A beautiful gift, this glorious board book for pre-
school readers features a foil finish alongside
Megan's stunning illustrations.
The Claris series continues to grow with picture
books, activity books, board books and look-and-find
adventures available.
Megan Hess has sold over 1.5m copies of her books
worldwide!

https://www.edelweiss.plus/#sku=1761212540


View on Edelweiss

August 2023
9781760508142
JUV009120
$18.99 | Hardcover
32 Pages | 9½ x 9½ in
Full-color Illustrations

From My Head to
My Toes I Say
What Goes
Charlotte Barkla,
Illustrated by Jacqui
Lee

From My Head to My Toes, I Say What Goes! is a light-hearted
exploration of boundaries, nestled in a fun and lively story.

The book discusses consent and control for a young audience,
through a story that is bold and beautiful, loud and proud.
With the feel-good factor turned up to eleven, it also celebrates
individualism, inclusivity and empathy.

Charlotte Barkla is a Brisbane-based writer who now writes
children’s books. Her first three children's books were published
in 2020, including her debut picture book All Bodies Are Good
Bodies.

Jacqui Lee is an illustrator and designer currently working in
London. Her illustrations are focused on storytelling and are
inspired by the world around her – cityscapes, street scenes,
people, animals, and food are all frequent subjects.

Consent for children is a growing trend among
parents and educators.
Serious topic nestled in a fun and lively story.
Also celebrates individualism, inclusivity and
empathy.
Author has previously published All Bodies Are Good
Bodies.
Bright Light books help modern families shine a light
on important conversations. The story falls under two
Bright Light pillars: Bodies and Gender.

https://www.edelweiss.plus/#sku=1760508144
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From My Head to
My Toes I Say
What Goes
Charlotte Barkla,
Illustrated by Jacqui
Lee

From My Head to My Toes, I Say What Goes! is a light-hearted
exploration of boundaries, nestled in a fun and lively story.

The book discusses consent and control for a young audience,
through a story that is bold and beautiful, loud and proud.
With the feel-good factor turned up to eleven, it also celebrates
individualism, inclusivity and empathy.

Charlotte Barkla is a Brisbane-based writer who now writes
children’s books. Her first three children's books were published
in 2020, including her debut picture book All Bodies Are Good
Bodies.

Jacqui Lee is an illustrator and designer currently working in
London. Her illustrations are focused on storytelling and are
inspired by the world around her – cityscapes, street scenes,
people, animals, and food are all frequent subjects.

Consent for children is a growing trend among
parents and educators.
Serious topic nestled in a fun and lively story.
Also celebrates individualism, inclusivity and
empathy.
Author has previously published All Bodies Are Good
Bodies.
Bright Light books help modern families shine a light
on important conversations. The story falls under two
Bright Light pillars: Bodies and Gender.

https://www.edelweiss.plus/#sku=1760508144


View on Edelweiss

September 2023
9781761210488
JUV002140
$18.99 | Hardcover
24 Pages | 8¾ x 10¾ in
Full-color Illustrations

Bees Are Our
Friends
Toni D'Alia, Illustrated
by Alice Lindstrom

Bees Are Our Friends invites readers into a stunning garden
to admire the hard work of one little bee. As the bee
pollinates the garden, vibrant flowers and ripe fruit and
vegetables burst to life around her. 
 
Written in irresistible rhyme by Toni D’Alia, and lavishly
illustrated by Alice Lindstrom, young readers will pore over this
perfect introduction to these essential insects.
 
Toni D’Alia is a Melbourne-based author of children’s books
and contemporary fiction. With a background in primary
education, Toni writes heartwarming stories to inspire, educate,
empower and entertain. Her children’s stories have humor,
heart and a gentle focus on wellbeing and the environment.

Alice Lindstrom works in paper collage, using cut-and-paste
techniques, painting and preparing the paper before cutting and
assembling it to create textured and painterly collages. Her
aesthetic draws on diverse influences, including mid-century
illustration and design, folk art as well as Modern art
movements.

The first in a series all about the essential work of
insects.
Exquisitely illustrated and told in irresistible rhyme,
families will love to pore over the artwork and read
together.
Beautiful format with foiled finishes.
Bright Light books help modern families shine a light
on important conversations. The story falls under
Bright Light pillar: Environment.

https://www.edelweiss.plus/#sku=1761210483
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Bees Are Our
Friends
Toni D'Alia, Illustrated
by Alice Lindstrom

Bees Are Our Friends invites readers into a stunning garden
to admire the hard work of one little bee. As the bee
pollinates the garden, vibrant flowers and ripe fruit and
vegetables burst to life around her. 
 
Written in irresistible rhyme by Toni D’Alia, and lavishly
illustrated by Alice Lindstrom, young readers will pore over this
perfect introduction to these essential insects.
 
Toni D’Alia is a Melbourne-based author of children’s books
and contemporary fiction. With a background in primary
education, Toni writes heartwarming stories to inspire, educate,
empower and entertain. Her children’s stories have humor,
heart and a gentle focus on wellbeing and the environment.

Alice Lindstrom works in paper collage, using cut-and-paste
techniques, painting and preparing the paper before cutting and
assembling it to create textured and painterly collages. Her
aesthetic draws on diverse influences, including mid-century
illustration and design, folk art as well as Modern art
movements.

The first in a series all about the essential work of
insects.
Exquisitely illustrated and told in irresistible rhyme,
families will love to pore over the artwork and read
together.
Beautiful format with foiled finishes.
Bright Light books help modern families shine a light
on important conversations. The story falls under
Bright Light pillar: Environment.

https://www.edelweiss.plus/#sku=1761210483


View on Edelweiss

September 2023
9781761210372
JUV039150
$18.99 | Hardcover
32 Pages | 8¾ x 10¾ in
Full-color Illustrations

Remarkable Remy
Melanie Heyworth,
Illustrated by
Nathaniel Eckstrom

Remarkable Remy is a warm and optimistic story that
introduces an Autistic character to a young audience. The
story helps explain the Autistic brain – how it works a little
differently and how unique it is – and how our
neurodivergent friends make the world remarkable!   
 
A picture book for both Autistic and non-Autistic readers aged 3
and up, Remarkable Remy illuminates the experiences
and strengths of Autistic people, and the joys of having Autistic
friends.
Dr Melanie Heyworth founded Reframing Autism, a company
run by and for Autistic people and their families and allies. It is
dedicated to creating a world in which the Autistic community is
supported to achieve acceptance, inclusion and active
citizenship.

Nathaniel Eckstrom is an Illustrator based in Sydney, Australia.
He has worked on a number of children's picture books
including The Ricker Racker Club, Road Trip and Stubborn Stanley.

Perfect for families wanting to foster inclusivity.
An excellent tool for teachers and educators.
Explores the intersection of Autism and non-binary
gender.
Book designed with neurodivergent brains in mind:
easy-to-read typeface, clear hierarchy, ample white
space and calm color palette.
Bright Light books help modern families shine a light
on important conversations. The story falls under
three Bright Light pillars: Bodies, Diversity and
Gender.

https://www.edelweiss.plus/#sku=1761210378
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Remarkable Remy
Melanie Heyworth,
Illustrated by
Nathaniel Eckstrom

Remarkable Remy is a warm and optimistic story that
introduces an Autistic character to a young audience. The
story helps explain the Autistic brain – how it works a little
differently and how unique it is – and how our
neurodivergent friends make the world remarkable!   
 
A picture book for both Autistic and non-Autistic readers aged 3
and up, Remarkable Remy illuminates the experiences
and strengths of Autistic people, and the joys of having Autistic
friends.
Dr Melanie Heyworth founded Reframing Autism, a company
run by and for Autistic people and their families and allies. It is
dedicated to creating a world in which the Autistic community is
supported to achieve acceptance, inclusion and active
citizenship.

Nathaniel Eckstrom is an Illustrator based in Sydney, Australia.
He has worked on a number of children's picture books
including The Ricker Racker Club, Road Trip and Stubborn Stanley.

Perfect for families wanting to foster inclusivity.
An excellent tool for teachers and educators.
Explores the intersection of Autism and non-binary
gender.
Book designed with neurodivergent brains in mind:
easy-to-read typeface, clear hierarchy, ample white
space and calm color palette.
Bright Light books help modern families shine a light
on important conversations. The story falls under
three Bright Light pillars: Bodies, Diversity and
Gender.

https://www.edelweiss.plus/#sku=1761210378


View on Edelweiss

September 2023
9781761210440
JUV035000
$18.99 | Hardcover
32 Pages | 9½ x 9½ in
Full-color Illustrations

The Kindness Club
Kate Bullen-Casanova,
Illustrated by Dave
Petzold

Say hello to The Kindness Club! A diverse cast of friendly
characters welcome a new kid to their preschool and show
them how all types of fun and emotions are for everyone. 

The Kindness Club depicts familiar activities and scenarios that
readers can expect at preschool or kindergarten, but challenges
age-old assumptions that boys will be boys and girls will be
pretty.

With uplifting rhyme and a playful art style, kids will have a ball
poring over each page. Great for kids ages 3 and up, and perfect
for pre-schoolers and kinder new starters.
Kate Bullen-Casanova lives in Melbourne, Australia, with her
two young children. After seven years working in women’s
activism, Kate now brings her passion for gender equality to the
world of early childhood education through her online
community Future Feminists. 

Dave Petzold is an author and illustrator from Lennox Head,
Australia. His illustrations, often playful and goofy, embrace the
little things that go unnoticed – the things we take for granted.
He uses graphite pencil, ink, oil paint and digital collage in his art

Set in a kindergarten, this story depicts familiar
activities and scenarios that directly relate to the
audience, ensuring its educational value and capacity
to be applied to real life.
Irresistible, humorous art style.
Bright Light books help modern families shine a light
on important conversations. The story falls under two
Bright Light pillars: Character and Diversity.

https://www.edelweiss.plus/#sku=1761210440
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Dave Petzold is an author and illustrator from Lennox Head,
Australia. His illustrations, often playful and goofy, embrace the
little things that go unnoticed – the things we take for granted.
He uses graphite pencil, ink, oil paint and digital collage in his art

Set in a kindergarten, this story depicts familiar
activities and scenarios that directly relate to the
audience, ensuring its educational value and capacity
to be applied to real life.
Irresistible, humorous art style.
Bright Light books help modern families shine a light
on important conversations. The story falls under two
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https://www.edelweiss.plus/#sku=1761210440
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$18.99 | Hardcover
24 Pages | 9½ x 9½ in
Full-color Illustrations

Welcome, Little
One
Sophie Beer

Welcome, little one, to our little world.
We’ve been waiting a whole lifetime to meet you.
 
Beautifully and boldly illustrated, Welcome, Little One is all about
introducing a new baby to their little world. There’s the blanket
to keep them warm, the family dog who will teach them
friendship and the bedroom window as a gateway to wonder
and adventure.
 
Inspired by Sophie Beer’s own experience of becoming a parent,
Welcome, Little One delightfully weaves all the heartfelt dreams a
parent hopes for their child into a sweet book for both to
treasure.
 
Sophie Beer is an award-winning illustrator living in Brisbane,
Australia. Reveling in color, shape and texture, she lives by one
simple rule: art should never be boring. Sophie has sold over
500k copies of her books across the US.

Sophie Beer’s Love Makes A Family series has sold
over 1M copies worldwide.
A modern classic/keepsake for young families and
Sophie Beer fans.
Perfect gift for newborn babies.
A fresh, sophisticated style to expand Sophie’s brand
into the picture book market.
Over 500k Sophie Beer titles have been sold across
the US!
Bright Light books help modern families shine a light
on important conversations. The story falls under
Bright Light pillar: Character.

https://www.edelweiss.plus/#sku=1761211331
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Welcome, Little
One
Sophie Beer

Welcome, little one, to our little world.
We’ve been waiting a whole lifetime to meet you.
 
Beautifully and boldly illustrated, Welcome, Little One is all about
introducing a new baby to their little world. There’s the blanket
to keep them warm, the family dog who will teach them
friendship and the bedroom window as a gateway to wonder
and adventure.
 
Inspired by Sophie Beer’s own experience of becoming a parent,
Welcome, Little One delightfully weaves all the heartfelt dreams a
parent hopes for their child into a sweet book for both to
treasure.
 
Sophie Beer is an award-winning illustrator living in Brisbane,
Australia. Reveling in color, shape and texture, she lives by one
simple rule: art should never be boring. Sophie has sold over
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Bright Light pillar: Character.

https://www.edelweiss.plus/#sku=1761211331
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$18.99 | Hardcover
32 Pages | 8¾ x 10¾ in
Full-color Illustrations

Come Over to My
House
CBCA Notable Book
Eliza Hull and Sally
Rippin, Illustrated by
Daniel Gray-Barnett

Come Over To My House is a delightful picture book that
explores the home lives of children and parents who are
Deaf or disabled.

Co-written by disability advocate Eliza Hull and bestselling
author Sally Rippin, the inclusive rhyming text authentically
explores the characters' various disabilities. With a cast of
friendly characters invite friends over for a play – there’s fun to
be had, food to eat and families to meet!

Sally Rippin is one of Australia’s best-selling and most-beloved
children’s authors. She has written over 50 books for children
and young adults, and her mantel holds numerous awards for
her writing.

Eliza Hull is a producer and musician based in Victoria. She has
written music for American TV shows Awkward, Teen Wolf and
Saving Hope. Most recently, Eliza produced an eight-part
podcast series, We've Got This, on parenting with a disability, for
the ABC. Eliza is a proud disabled woman, with a physical
disability.

The perfect book to start a conversation about
disability and inclusion.
Inclusive text normalizes rather than emphasizes the
characters' various disabilities. Disabilities are often
only shown in the illustrations, not spelt out in the
text. This allows the characters' personality to shine
brighter than their difference.
Sally Rippin's books have sold over 10m copies
globally (across Australia, New Zealand and the US).

https://www.edelweiss.plus/#sku=1761212680
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$18.99 | Hardcover
24 Pages | 9½ x 9½ in
Full-color Illustrations

Posey Pearl is a
Curious Girl
Fifi Box, Illustrated by
Adam Ming

In a quiet little town called Tilbury Down
was a mysterious noise in the air.
While the town slept, the eerie sound crept
over roofs and through the dark square.
 
When Posey Pearl hears a strange song coming from afar in her
little town, she thinks, just maybe, it’s someone who needs a
home. But what she finds at the end of her journey – and along
the way – is quite unexpected!
 
Fifi Box is one of the most popular radio and television
personalities in Australia. She is an advocate for women who
want to challenge society’s extreme beauty standards and
embrace their natural beauty.

Adam Ming grew up on Penang Island, Malaysia, a tropical
paradise of world heritage buildings and the best street food.
Adam's illustration style is joyful and energetic with a comic
sensibility and his clients include Scholastic, Harper Collins,
Bloomsbury, Wern & Rook and Substack.

A book that touches on how families can be different
but still be full of love.
The story explores feelings that children may have
about their families and how they may be different
from others.
Ultimately, the story champions and celebrates all
families, kindness, love and curiosity.
Bright Light books help modern families shine a light
on important conversations. The story falls under two
Bright Light pillars: Character and Diversity.

https://www.edelweiss.plus/#sku=1760508764
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Curious Girl
Fifi Box, Illustrated by
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was a mysterious noise in the air.
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https://www.edelweiss.plus/#sku=1760508764
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$18.99 | Hardcover
32 Pages | 8¾ x 10¾ in
Full-color Illustrations

All the Love in the
World
Louise Fedele,
Illustrated by Ana
Toro

Do you know what KE A GO RATA and SENI SEVIYORUM and
AI SHITERU and JE T'AIME have in common? They all mean I
LOVE YOU.

Come along for a charming romp across the globe in this sweet
bedtime story, and collect a few of the many ways we express
our love to each other the world over. With nods to special
travel memories and the inability for any amount of words to
capture the love between a parent and child, this is truly a story
to treasure.

Louise Fedele lives with her husband and young children. A
love of creative writing and telling stories to her children
inspired her to write her debut children's book, All the Love in the
World.

Ana Toro is a Venezuelan illustrator, now living in Toronto,
Canada. She works in traditional media and firmly believes
nothing beats the pleasure of getting your hands dirty with
paint.

Tuck in for a global bedtime adventure! Journey from
Peru to Japan, Nepal to The Netherlands, Brazil to
Botswana, France to Turkey and beyond.
A lovely way to introduce young ones to diverse
languages, landscapes and environments.
Ana Toro's gorgeous artwork celebrates all kinds of
love relationships – grandparents and grandkids,
siblings, friends and more.
Bright Light books help modern families shine a light
on important conversations. The story falls

https://www.edelweiss.plus/#sku=1761210610
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JUV034000
$19.99 | Hardcover
32 Pages | 9¼ x 11¼ in
Full-color Illustrations

A Most Mysterious
Manor
Young Queens #1
Megan Hess

Best-selling illustrator Megan Hess shines in this
astonishing new collection of original fairy tales about
young girls discovering their own power. 

Each enchanting story will be set in a decadent faraway land,
with uplifting themes that will resonate with young girls – and
no Prince Charmings!  
 
In A Most Mysterious Manor, a girl called Poppy Grace is waiting
for her best friend Bella to come back so that they can play
together again. But when she hears a mysterious creak coming
from somewhere in her manor, Poppy starts to explore – and
soon discovers that she can have fun on her own too …

Megan Hess is an internationally acclaimed fashion illustrator.
Her prestigious clients include Vogue, Vanity Fair, Harper’s
Bazaar, The New York Times, Chanel, Dior, Cartier, Prada, Fendi,
Louis Vuitton and Tiffany & Co. Her bestselling fashion books
and beloved Claris series for children have sold over a million
copies worldwide.

Why aspire to be a princess when you could be a
queen instead? A queen’s power is in her intelligence,
her independence and her kindness, rather than her
beauty.
Warm, easy rhyming prose makes this picture book a
joy to read aloud.
A surprising and delightful twist that readers won’t
see coming!
Megan Hess has sold over 1.5m copies of her books
worldwide!

https://www.edelweiss.plus/#sku=1761212656
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